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CHAPI'ER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Just what is ballroom dancing? Perhaps the £irst inter-
pretation was called ") ound" dancing~ but this term ~ave way to 
the more modern concept o£ social or ballroom dancing. This 
would embrace all those dmces which are per£ormed by each in-
dividual couple with no set pattern o£ steps~ plus various 
group dances, such as tb.e "Big Apple" and "Lambeth Walk." You 
may even consider ballr,oom-dan-cing is "'conversation" to ~usio' 
When you dance you are expressing yourself'. You hold your part-
ner' s interest through the correct use o£ musical. rhythm, just 
as in conversation you hold another's interest through the use 
o£ the spoken word. 
Every day thousSllds or Americans step onto the dance 
floors o£ this country to enjoy the- pleasures a££orded by the 
various ballroom dances.. There are dances to sat1s£y practi-
cally any mood, and the[ body responds quite as readily to ex-
press itself -as the miJ d responds- to mental stimulation. Many 
I I I people accept these rhlt~cal gyrations without much fore-
! thought as to the origiJ' n and history o£ ballroom choreography. 
~nt Studies ir.L the Field.- Although articles on danc-
ing have appeared in a wide variety or literature~ a comprehen-
s1ve history of Americ r Ballroom Dancing for the layman has 
never been compiled in~o one condensed £orm. Most o£ the mate-
rial in the following pages has been taken £rom periodical 
1 
literature. The artiolbs used reflect the personal opinions of 
the authors, and may t+refore~ be considered unauthoritative, 
except in oases where ar thors are recognized leaders in the 
field of ballroom dan·oing. 
"Round" dancing wJas···re-o-ognized as such in this country in 
about the ye~ 1840• bu!t it is the belief of th-e author that in 
order to understand theJ full significance of any period of his-
tory it is advantageous[ to know what events led up to the periO< 
I being considered.- A b~ief' resume of the years prior to 1840 
I will be included to aid in clarification. . 
I Purpose of the St:ud;r.-- It is the purpose qof this thesis 
to piece the most pert~nent ~ fragments · of information together 
into a unified source. !showing the progres-sion of events that 
were outstanding during the different dancing eras. An attempt 
will be made to give: 
1. the origin add introduction of ballroom aancing in 
I the United Stat-es; 
special dancJ s which gained recognition; 
I 
reasons for ; heir decline. adaptation. or permanent 
adoption; 
the effect J.Ld influence of ballroom dancing; and 4. 
5. a dictionary of the dances being considered. 
Procedure of the 1 study.- In compiling this data, an 
I 
analysis was made of b~~bliographical items pertaining to ball-
room dsn.cing. All the
1
periodicals suggested in the Reader's 
Guide to Periodical Li t erature pertaining to this subject have . 
I . 
2 
I 
been reviewed. Add1t1+ al information was derived !'rom books 
and other articles writ~en by authorities in the field. 
To the many indivr duals who enjoy this rhythmical activ-
ity as a wholesome way lbf using leisure time, it is felt that a 
brief history of American Ballroom Dancing will prove of inter-
est. 
the 
have 
aid 
It is beyond the r cope of this st-qdy to include many of 
incidental dances w ich, although of an interesting nature, 
contributed 11 ttle to the total picture • . 
It 1s the sinoerel wish ot' the author· that this study will 
others who are seek;ing information on this subject. 
3 
CHAPTER · II 
I AMERICAN BALLROOM DANCING PRIOR TO 1890 
I 
i Dancing in Americ
1
a 1 as its .folklore 6 was predominantly 
I English inspired, at ler st until the close of the 19th centiU'J• 
America got off to a la,te start because 1 under Puritan rule 6 
dancing was against allj laws of decency.l 
Dan!oing in the Colonies 
Dancing played anl import·ant part in the · social life of 
the young colonies; even in NewEngland 1 in spite o.f opinions 
to the contrary 1 coloni lsts danced gaily and often6 however the 
I 
elders may have fulm1na
1
ted against it. Important among docu-
ments which condemned d 1ancing was Increase Mather's An Arrow 
-
Against Profane and Pro~scuous Dancing, drawne out of the 
Quiver of the scripturek. published in 1688 by "the Ministers 
of Christ at Boston in l~ew · England." It was the first of a 
series of tracts issued[ in an unbroken number for more than two 
I hundred years 1 and often read from the New England pulp1 t in 
the form of sermons. M;~ther' s Arrow displayed condemnation onl~ 
I . 
toward those dances that arousedthe passions. The sentiments 
voiced can be easily tr~ced to the theocrat. John Cotton, who 
wrote in 1625: I 
conde~:nc~~~ iy:~et~~~~o~!~~.: r~u~~en~idsi:;!~-
ment • •• the one :religious ••• the other civil. 
I 
I 
1. "Dance," Encycloped~a Americana, 1950 ed., P• 449. 
Only lascivious d~ncing to wanton ditties and in 
amorou s gestures ~nd wanton dalliances_, especiall! 
after great feast [a' I would bear witness against. -
Ris:e of Commercialism 
Many great change~ took place in the p~llc mind after 
the year L780. Dancing, along with other simple diversions, 
felL under the ban, not alone, as is frequently maintained , be -
cause of the religious l ias of Puritanism, but to a much great-
er extent because of thle rising worship o_f commercialism. 
It t ook quite some time for the waltz_, square dance, and 
English folk dances to lenter upon the American scene_, and their 
entranc e was greatly fa~illtated by the more liberal-minded 
South.& Dancing did~ ne~ertheless, head the list of pastimes 
that were frowne d upon. The contradances and quadrilles (or 
cotillions as they were incorrectly called) were tolerated, and 
as time went on, a few r old souls danced the gallopade (called 
11 the frantic hurley-burtley 11 by one critic) and the wicked waltz , 
ttthe devil' s greatest i jnvention . 11 3 
Joseph Nathan Kanle, editor of rtFamous First Facts, rt 
offers an article publi lshed in 1832, listing ten objections to 
the waltz. 
-·- --··-1 ~ 
1. Magriel, P., Chronic[les of the American _Il~p.c~. ' Holt and Co., 
New York, l94~p. v i. 
2. "Dance, 11 EnEX_~lopedi ,~ Americana, 1950 ed., p . 450. 
3 •. Ivlagriel, _£P• ci_!., P• 82 . 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Why Ladlies Ought Not to Waltz1 
Because the delicacy thereof' is not unquestion-
able. 
Because many men ~ ho waltz declare that they 
. should not be willing to ~ see their wives or 
sisters do so. 
Because ai'ter a f lew "turns 11 the lady waltzing 
breathes hard[, her face and neck are .flushed, 
and her han~erchie.f crosses her forehead--
all of which lis sadly unbecoming. 
Because the expo~1e made in wa:ttzi·ng"is like that of the Frenc14 opera dancers • 
Because the like 1propinqui ty in any other case 
would be heldl outrageous' And, tho this is 
called "waltzl1ing," a "rose by any other name, 
etc. -
Because it dulls 1that quick sense of shrinking 
delicacy, wit:hout which women cannot be charm-
ing. 1 
Because the relat;i ve attitude of the parties gives 
to the optical "angl.eot incidence" un~onted 
license. I . . 
Because the love J.Ii 'est· woman in town • •• does not 
waltz; and · all who would be deemed to be lovely 
should aim td be like her. 
Because it is no~ half as graceful as a Cotillion. 
Because it is··-not
1 
politic.! 
Polka Mania 
With the introduction ot the Polka (about 1840), all bar-
riers were broken down and ·11round11 dancing(first used by the 
Greeks to denote dances
1 
of pleas~e and revelry)2 became the 
rage. Coming as it didl upon a field not too well prepared by 
war o:f background, 1t 1ons1sted, :for the most part, o:f a 
1. 
2. 
1935. - ' 
to the waltz; 
9:577, June, 
Kunitz, s. J., "Wii i ed Waltz; ten objections 
published in 1832. 11 Wilson Library Bulletin 
Vance, L. J., 11 Evo ution of Dancing," _P_o.p_u~l~ar--.s_o_i~en~c~e 
lolonthl:r 41:754, Oot ber, 1892. 
6 
I 
hilarious hop-skip-sl1j~ and was accompanied by the social 
graces o£ European soc~~ety. This was a comparatively young re-
public and there had been little time to learn good manners of 
fine motion; and besid~s, even then, were we not displaying 
originality? In the grlea:test of dance craz-e·s which gained re-
nown as the Polka Mania:~ New Yorkers~ rich and poor, regardless 
of public cp1n1ons or tw Uttle they knew of dancing, joined 
1n the celebration and f anced and danced.l 
The great revival of dancing drew attention to other 
dances which had preoeila. the Polka, inolud&d among these were 
the Polish Mazurka, the Five-step Schottische, and the Varso-
vienne. The Minuet was still a popul·ar ballroom dance of this 
period. Still another dance~ which also originated £rom the 
French Court~ although lsomewhat livelier in its movements than 
the Minuet, was the Gav1otte. The very lively German Gallopade~ 
similar to the Waltz~ b!ut much less graceful and more animate~~ 
1 gained temporary favor~L 
A complete· revolj vion in dancing had taken place. These 
I dances were easily learned and education in motion was deemed 
I . 
unnecessary; simply to make the required· ·motion ·was sufficient~ 
1
manner becoming entirel~ secondary. Many people learned from 
i one another, frequently transmitting their own mistakes. For-
malized dancing schools and classes were still not popular.2 
l. I Magriel~ .2.£• ill• 1 :P• 84. 
ill,ge ~ P• 93. 
7 
Revi~al o£ Formal Instruction 
As our national r lelations w1 th England became · more 
friendly, many parents, ~ conscious of the importm ce of the arts 
and social graces, had once again swung back to the English 
style of fashionable lilfe and children were taught at home by 
I 
English governesses.l I 
By the middle of lthe nineteenth century, social dancing 
was de rigeur for all well-bred young ladies and gentlemen. 
O:f the nWIIBrous academ+ s that catered to this vogue, the most 
prominent was Allen Dod~~worth' s in New York. Dod worth was the 
senior member of a clan of teachers under whom one could study 
not only the graces prdper to the ballroom- but also the codes 
of a young and dynamic society that was; growing conscious of 
its ethics. Dodworth published a vade-mecum on deportment as 
well as how-to-dance boloks of the kind not unfamiliar to many 
of us today.2 
~assing of Puritanism 
The innocent life: of young America had not yet come to an 
end. There were definilte signs that the forbidding Puritan or 
Victorian code was pass!ing but not . in full flight. 
Many believed thel modern style or dance might not have 
been the cause of evil,j but it showed the most prominent sign. 
I 
vi. 
I 
8 
J waist 
At any other time, grasping a strange girl around the 
would be the gro~a.est insult, but dancing had changed 
I 
I 
th~s act into the mereslt comm.onplace.l 
There were two alternatives which the more pious 1nd1-
viduals could make. Tb1e :rirst concerned those individuals who 
did not mind exposing themselves to the :ram1liarities of stran-
1 gers. The second alter:oati ve was considerably more drastic in 
that a person could gi v1s up society dancing altogether.2 
Oliphant3 attr1bu·1ted the moral degr·adation o:r the nation 
at the beginning o:r the [ twentieth century to the introduction 
of the waltz. He consiclered dancing place~ as nothing more 
than a pro:ressed market where marriageable girls were very much 
on view. 
1. Oliphant, J., n:Plain Words About Dancing," Westminster Re-
I view 136:.63, 1891. 
I 2. ~· cit. j3. Loc. ill• 
I 
I_ 
9 
CHAPTER III 
BALLROOM DANCI NG FHOM 1890 TO 1910 
Up to this period the ballroom danc es in this country had 
I be e n a mixture of European i mportations . We had always looked 
to Europe for new ideas on the dance , and l i ttle consideration 
was given to originatiJ g dances which were more closely related 
to the American way of llife . 
Americ J n Influence on the Dance 
In these years, American ingenuity began to show itself 
I 
in dancing, as i n many lather fields . The first contribution 
may have been the adaptation of the old waltz into a much more 
flexible dance which allowed couples to turn in either direction 
forming a rectilinear pattern . 1 
At the close of t he nineteenth century the two-step 
gained favor as a dance befitting the war spirit at that time. 
In 1898, Joh n Philip Sou sa was considered the outstanding band 
leader of the country , due to his excellent march music . 
Dancers d iscovered that by eliminating the hop fr om the Polka, 
they could do a side-toge t her - side movement (chasse) to fit the 
march tempo and still pr event the movement f'rom emulating a 
march . The two-step might easily be the descendant of the 
German Galop , of' the S+ e tempo , 2/4 , but much more anima ted . 
1 . Chujoy, A·, The Danc b Encyc lopedia, P• 60 . 
I 
This dance is considere~d the :roundati on step o:r modern Fox 
, Trot.l 
I Negro Dance Movement 
The Negro dance mpvement had ·been gaining momentum since 
I the early nineties-, and its f'irst manif'estation came as the re-
I sult of a Detroit c>ompoker. While visiting in the south he 
· attended a colored religious picnic and was so intrigued with 
the dancing which took place that upon his return to the north 
I 
1 
he wrote a song describ~ng it. A vaudeville dance team, look-
l ing :ror new· material, r~~cons-tructed the · d·snce·1 with the help o:r I 
1 the composer 1 and both music and dance · became ·the Cake-Walk 
I (1899). This was the :r~.rst· conerete dance in "ragtime," al-
l I 
though the music had ga:llned ·popular favor · :ror several years. 
I 
"Ragtime" is syncopation. by accentuation of' the of'f'-beat and 
literally tearing the m~~lody to pieces (hence, the term rag-
time) .2 
Scotch Snap 
Krehbiel's3 resea:r:ches in Af'ro-Ameri'can f'olk-songs~ offer 
- I 
evidence which may occasion great surprise :ror many. The 
marked rhythmical charac
1
ter1stics of' songs, commonly referred 
to as "ragtime," are not from Negro derivation, but :rrom 
1. "'Dance," Chamber 1 s J o.cycloped1a 1 1950 ed., P• 363. 
2. 
- ~ - I 
Spaeth, s., A Histor:r · of· Popular Mus·ic in America, P• 415. 
I 3e Krehbiel, H. E., "sok ces o:r Our Popular song and Dance," 
Literary Digest, 47::5231 August 30- 1913. I 
. ' j_2 
Scottish sources. "Ragtime" is really a "Scotch Snap," accord-
ing to Krehbiel, when in the musician's parlance, emphasis is 
shirted rrom the strong~ to the weak part or a time unit by giv-
1 
ing the rirst note or t k o into which the beat is divided only a 
rraction of the time or the second. For the sake of the snap, 
the creators of American Negro r olk songs did not make any 
hesitation to distort t he metrical structure of their lines 
j trochees like "Mcrses," and "Satan," became iambs. 
I ~rurn of the Century 
I 
At the turn of the century the most popular dances were 
the waltz and the two-s i~ep. For some time there were two types 
of wal;tz which were curl"ently popular. The "old-fashioned 
. I . 
waltz" (as it· was condescendingly called by the people who aban 
I I I doned it) and the eastel ner's version, the Boston.l They were 
I both danced to waltz mu.l1c, but the similarit:y ended at this 
point and became so · ent f.rely different in manner . of execution, 
that most people would be hopelessly bewildered if they were 
1 subjected to the other. The most fashionable dance in the 
urban east -- its supreJ aoy ·being less: dominant · as one traveled 
I 
westward or away from rs:.sh1on -- was the Boston; in fact, so 
~ complete was its dominatiion in the major eastern cities that a 
, debutante might very easily have danced· a whole season w1 thout 
gait. 
I 
any music which i as not adapted to fit the Boston's 
Songs such as 11 Tb:
1
e Arcadians," "My Hero," from "The 
hearing 
1. Allen, F. L., "When 
Ma a~tne 102:12 Se 
Learned to Dance," Scr1 bner' s 
Chocolate Solder," "Beautiful Lady," "The Beautiful Blue 
Danube,• might brinS; 1 ddle-aged nostalgia to those men and 
women who capered to these waltz songs.l 
I The Boston was a very -athletic d!rl ce# with strenuous pro-
! portions. The :younger l'et kept the dance alive. The middle-
class of' Americans seld:om danced · af'ter marriage, or upon reach-
ing their twenty-fifth ·
1
birthday. Elder members of' · society 
emerged but rarely for 1tradi tional assemblies and cotillions, 
, while in humbler circleb might be found · occ·asional "grand balls' 
I 
I 
such as the firemen •·s o:t' policemen's, when middle-aged couples 
could be found on the dlance floor. As a whole, middle-aged 
Americans considered, · f ior the mos·t part, that dancing was child 
1 ish, and of' course, there were- still evangelical communi ties 
I where dancing was still lunder suspicion.2 
j D~~oline of Dancing 
I I There was a decid~d decline in dancing during the first 
1 few years of the new century# and ·this gave many people the 
opportunity to build up 1 the importance of this pastime for 
I sociability. Boys' inc1•eased interest in sports caused a seri-
ous falling off of' intei•est 1n the less; rigorous acti v1 ty 
afforded by dancing. Bc>ys were charge·d · w1 th having football 
field manners. Dancing schools were-- considered a very excel-
lent means of developing c·ourtesy, and tended to do more than 
any other one factor to [neutralize this sporty tendency on the 
1 ------------------~-------------------------------
, l. Ibid., P• 13. 
I 2. Ibid. • 13. 
13 
part of boys.l Another consideration in favor of a revival of 
social dancing was the !opportunity for courtship which dancing 
affords. There was evidence to substantiate the fact that 
there were more bachelors and old maids as a result of the de-
cline of social dancing 6 for dancing had allowed new acquain-
tances to be eas1l:y ma+ · Henr:y Finoh2 made an appeal to bring 
back social dances sui t [able for older people. The rapid modern 
waltz, polka 1 and gallopade were suitable to the people under 
thirty6 but why not res!tore some of the less vigorous 6 more 
I . I stately dances of years past for the middle-aged so they might 
I have something appropr1 l te as well as the :young• 
1 For some time dan bing seemed as 1f it were destined to be-
l come a lost art; it had languished in the home as in the public 
\ halls (even the masked bod annual charity balls ceased to 
attract) and Americans !seemed, in a .fair way, to be following 
I 
the example of the indolent Or1entals 6 who- are content to have 
I 
1 all their dancing done by proxy. According to Letournian 6 the 
I I 
I Chinese considered danc:Lng as a ridiculous amusement by which 
man compromises his di~ity.3 
I 
1. 
2. 
"Decline of Dancing)," Ladies Home Journal 23:18 6 April, 
1906. 
" I ,, Finch, H. T., The ~uture of Dancing 6 Independent Magazine 
58:1177-1179, May 25 1 1905. 
3. Ibid. 6 P• 1179. 
I ~ 
. .' 
CHAPTER IV 
BALLROO.M DANCING FROM 1910 TO 1935 
This period of dahcing history is · a very colorful display 
of American ingenuity. The rest of the w·orld looked to us for 
their dancing enjoyment. The old· style of dancing was almost 
I 
completely changed to s ~Lli t the demands for novelty in amusement. 
Jazz Era 
It is impossible t;o pick the exact moment when n jazz" and 
I 
the new dances made the:Lr appearance. Ragtime had enjoyed POP-
I 
I 
ularity for about two d4
1
a-cades; jazz, an outgrowth of ragtime~ 
had been going through an evolutionary phase for some years 
prior to 1911.1 Jazz c1a.rries the distortions of ragtime still 
further, effecting rhythm, melody, tone, color~ and form. A 
rather brief but practioal definition of jazz would be "the dis-
tortion of the conventicms of popular mus.ic.u2 
Dancing up to this time had been a decadent phase of 
eighteenth and nineteen11~h century forms.3 
This much is quitEt ~ertain: Within a few short weeks 
after the inclusion of tuAlexander's Ragtime Band" (1911) in the 
-
program at the Columbia Burlesque house in New York, it swept 
the entire country as ferw songs have done before or since. This 
1. Allen, ~· £!i•• P• 13. 
2. Spaeth, .21?.• ill•, P•! 415. 
3. "Dance," Enoycloped~a Britannica, P• 22. 
1_5 
slow march seemed to en:~body a new and exoi ting rhythm. Irving 
Berlin !'allowed this hJ t tune with other successes, including 
"That Mysterious Rag," \"The Ragtime Violin," and "Everybody' s 
Do in 1 It Now 1 " and th~ ~ hytbm became firmly , estabiished. Al-
most -- over-night new danloes were area ted to make use or this 
rhythml -- Turkey Trot, Bunny Hug, Grizzly Bear, and a host or 
imitators including Humpback Rag, G-aby Glide, and a danae with 
a particularly exotic J itle, The Kitchen Sink. These dances ha 
originally confined the~se-lves to include only the animal and 
bird kingdom, but gradu1ally the · inanimate· objects gained prece-
dence when no rurther n[ames -were available in the rormer. 
The young (now in1dustrialized) country introduced these 
rrenetio, crude dances · \to- epitomize -the go-as-you please style., 
I 
and plainly displayed i
1
ts rebellion against :formalized technic 
oi' danae masters.2 Thel old "Five Positions" and turned-out 
reet or Victorian days r ere discarded for -a more natural mode 
of progression. It cerltainly was exoi ting it' not exactly art is 
tio, and the ero·tic dm ,oes" whichwere -produced·-are aptly de-
scribed by Gray, as "th~ rude i'orei'athers of the Modern Dance.••3 
- I 
Dancing gained trr mendou·s popularity -- when restaurants 
allowed diners to dance during the course of the meal, and "cut-
ting in" provided easy l acess to partners. Many restaurant 
Allen, 2£• 2!1•• P• i l3. 
"Danae," Encyoloped;la Americana, -1950 ed., P• 450. 
I Richardson, p., 11 MCC of Dancing," Bandwagon 11:17, October, 
November, 1950. -
performers were requirdd to teach the dances to guests during 
periods generally rese~ved for entertainment.! Cabaret artists 
were losing their appeBrl except f ·or interludes while people re-
covered from dancing.2 Even vaudeville houses announced that 
during intermissions _ _1 which would now· be longer-- dancing 
might be enjoyed in thJ, foyers. A certain roof garden even 
went so far as to allow dancing on the floor ·while acts were 
being performed on the ~stage. A set of Chicago society folk 
made sure that~ on their proposed railroad trip to the South. 
one oar be buidltan· f'ceor·s· wdea:r ecing.s 
The new .. oomparat·ively··simple: the partners 
walked a sort of' rooking, swooping walk, while swaying the body 
outward on each step.4 But, the erotic dances were going 
through a transitory stage ·~ · and·· the frenetic display was grad-
. I 
ually smoothed down· intc:> a more· st-andardized form in which the 
rooking was kept at a m:tnimum. The result was•. termed the One-
step (1912). It was a tnos·t ungainly dance, even when well per-
formed, resembling a pe~~ipatetic wrestling match -- hugging, 
rooking~ and anbling he~vily.5 
1. Allen~ 22• ~·~ P• 13. 
2. "New Reflections on 1the Dancing Mania~" Current Opinion 
55:262~ October, 1913. 
3. Towne, c. H.~ "Tang() Mad," Harper's Weekly 58:241 May 2, 
1914. 
4. "Dance 1 " Encyclopedi!.a Americana~ 1950 ed. 1 P• 450. 
5. Allen, 2.£• .oit., p. \14. 
I 
Velrnon and Irene Castle 
The touch or genir needed to give the dance style and 
distinction came in the form of Vernon and Irene Castle. This 
young couple had been ~arri-ed on -a Sunday afternoon in the year 
1912 • about the time th:e hit tWle "Alexander's Ragtime Band" 
was introduced. The we 1dd1ng of Irene Foote and Vernon Blythe. 
twenty-four-year-old En1glisbman, . caused little comment at the 
time, but in lesa than three years this attractive couple 
gained international faFe.l 
I These young show people, who had gained mediocre success: 
on the New York stage, traveled to France for the purpose of 
acting in a French revula. Fortunately for the dance movement 
they gained no acknowle~gment. whereby Vernon Castle (stage 
. I 
name) and his lovely w1f'e decided to become · a dance team.2 
Their original plr s were to perform in costume with the 
types of dancing which were in vogue. The evening before their 
:::: :r:::::::a:j :~:e:~::. th:y R:::: a:0::::~e w:: 
was also dining, recogn:Lzed · them and reques·ted them to dance. 
I They were in orthodox e·
1
vening dress: Irene was in her wedding 
costume, with a train, so a modification- of the ungainly sty~e 
of dancing was in order .. From that very moment the success of 
I 
1. "When u. s. Went D~1ce Mad," News?reek Magazine 13:30, April 
3, 1939. t __ Allen, 2J1.• ill•• P• 14. 
Vernon and Irene Castle was meteoric.l Theatrical journals buz-
. I 
zed with accounts of hoj this gay young American couple had set 
Paris oabaretdom turkey\ trotting to the exhilarating "Alex-
ander 1 s Ragtime Band. 11 2 
Upon returning to America the Castle's continued to gain 
in success and popular11ty. One evening they were very tired, 
so Vernon suggested the~ just walk around the room, rising on 
the toes with each strit e· This dance, which was developed in 
a matter of minutes, oj ght the public fancy, and by the spring 
of 1913 the "Castle Walk" was a sensational h1t.3 
Probably the grealtest impetus to the danae mania came 1m-
mediately after the Cas
1
tle 1 s finished a dance tour which lasted 
twenty-eight days, and included thirty•five leading American 
c1t1es.4 Their dancing was a combination of gayety and patric-
ian fastidiousness. Th~ey sublimated the dm ce craze, gaining 
appeasement from the moralists and entrancing all who had an 
eye for beauty 1n mot1olb . 5 
New dances were o!onstantly in the of.f1ng, invented or 1m-
ported. The dances wh11ch rece1 ved greatest consideration were 
I 
the Hesitation, the Max!xe, the Tango, the Lame Duck, and 
finally the Fox Trot.6 
1. 
2. 
3. 
·4. 
5. 
6. 
Loa.~ 
"Artists of the Tan~o," Cosmopolitan Magazine 55:409, 
August, 1913. I -
Allen, 2£• cit~, P• l 15. 
"When u. s. Went Dance Mad," 2e• o1t., P• 12. 
Allen, 2£• ~., P• 15~ 
Ibid., :Q• 16_._ 
j ) ) 
I South American Influence 
I In the Social His-"fory o£ Fads, the appearance of the Tango 
. on the American scene if! an exciting chapter. This dance 1 an 
! exotic product of the slums of Buenos Aires 1 was revealed £or 
I the f'1rst time in the •ileview of 1911," produced in New York. 
I But 1 t was not until 1914 1 on the eve of World War I 1 that Tango 
I 
!gained its greatest famt • Almost over-night, everybody was 
either dancing the Tang1::> or talking about it. The press of 
both hemispheres devoteci column after column to the discussion.l 
,The Tango swept over Europe and America in much the same way as 
. I I tbe Darioing Mania of the Middle Ages. The people who indulged 
' in this dance were very busy explaining~ condemning of defend-
I 
ing themselves.2 
There were many fJ~ature articles in the newspapers con-
cerning all manner of oddities and accident: the librettist of 
Mademoiselle Modiste brc1~ke his leg while performing a Tango; 
Mayor Mitchel of New YoJ~k created the "Twinkle;" the Secretary 
I 
of the Treasury was ola:Lmed to be a dance enthusiast; John D. 
Rockefeller 1 Jr •• was receiving lessons in Tango; a man of 102 
died a week after learning the Tango; a high school boy's death 
from heart failure in a trolley car was considered to have been 
caused by excessive dan6ing.3 
I 
1. Slonimsky1 N.~ Musi l;, of Latin America~ Thomas Y. Crowell co. ~ew York, 194b. 
2. Turkey Trot and Tm,lgo--a Disease or a Remedy?" Current 
Opinion 55:187 1 September. 1913. 
\3• Allen. 22• cit •• P• 16. 
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There were all md~ner o~ reform measures and fulmination 
I by royalty, clergy, and society. Slonimskyl has compiled many 
comments concerning the: Tango during this period. The Kaiser 
of Germany, the King of Italy, the Queen of England, and the 
Pope, were all quoted i !n various newspapers as having expressed 
their distaste. An artJiole in the British magazine~ "The 
Gentlewoman," desoribed this dmce as "the dm ce of moral death, 
the creation and manifelstation of barb~ism." Father Bernard 
Vaughan of London warne
1
d of the dangers one might expect at 
lsooial gatherings known as "Tango teas." The Archbishop of 
Lyons stated: "This abiominable dance kills virtue, and gives 
rein to every appetite." In Boston, Cardinal O'Connell oom-
:::t::~e·:: ;::: ::g;c:::n:e:::::e:: :;e t::w ~:::1 t::a-
ture." 
At the peak of an·r i-Tango agitation in 1914, the Argentine 
Ambassador in Paris mad•' a formal declaration that "the Tango 
I is a dance peculiar to the houses of ill fame in Buenos Aires, 
and is never cultivated at respectable gatherings."2 
In July 1943, a campaign was launched by the Argentine 
I 
government for "purification of national art," which action in-
1 
eluded revising suggesti ve lyrics of popular Tangos. Thus a 
3 
rr ango entitled ' "Tal vez I sera mi alcohol" was denatured to read 
3. 
Slonimsky, 2£• cit.~ P• 63. 
Loc. cit. 
Lo c . cit . , Translatl· on · "Perha ps i t wil l be my alcohol. u I • 
"Tal vez s era tu voz . nlJ.. 
The Tango received its coup de grace ~rom the Russians, 
when the nProletarian Musician," acting as mouthpiece of the 
- I 
since de~unct Russian Association o~ Proletarian Musicians , de-
scribed it as "the danhe o~ impotent men.2 
I The Tango was a di~~icult dance of stately measure, as 
refined as the minuet, until the speed mania o~ the age made it 
the Tango of Argentine .• 3 
coJldemnation of Dancing 
The Tango was by lno means the only daace to be condemned 
during this period. All the dances were receiving disparaging 
I 
cormnents from people oj~ Puritan tradition. A Philadelphia news 
dispatch announced that; fifteen girl employees of the Curtis 
I 
Publi shing Company were dismissed after being discovered Turkey 
trotting during their l unch hour. Tango was banned at the 1914 
Yale Junior Prom. Dan c'ers were even haled into court. Mark 
Sullivan recounts in Ot~ Time an amazing episode which took 
place in Westchester cc,unty I New York. An eighteen-year-old 
girl was arraigned for disorderly conduct in the form of danc-
ing the Turkey Trot and. singing "Everybody's Doin' It Now." 
-
Her lawyer requested a trial and got it; and at the trial the 
judge allowed the la?.ryj r to sing the song in question to the 
1. Ibid., P• 64. , Tra~sl~tion : "Per haps it will be your voice . " 
~cit. 
"Dancing and 
November 27 1 
I 
Some l ew Dances," 
1913. 
Independent Magazine 76:383, 
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jurors. The spectator\s joined in the chorus., the jury ap-
plauded., and a quick v:erdict of "not guilty" was forthcoming. 
A Paterson, New Jerseyi girl was not so fortunate. She actual-
ly received a sentence! of $25.00 or fifty days in prison for 
Turkey trottingl And \when Edward Bok., editor of the Ladies' 
Home Journal, turned to dance reform by publishing pictures of 
the Castles doing what he considered the supposedly innocent 
Gavotte, Polka, and Waltz, he was so swamped with protests from 
outraged readers he hald to abandon the campaign.l 
Dancing continuer right on. Many middle-aged people 
danced for the first time since their youth, and it is not un-
common to see middle-aked and elderly people on the dance 
floors today.2 
The prophets hadl given two or three years as the time the 
new dances would last.
1 
But in this time, defying the neurotic 
American spirit of res·t;lessness and the constant demand for new 
appeasement., the dances had passed from a fad to a fashion, and 
from fashion to a craz~.3 
Women were great:Ly responsible for the fate of dancing 
(called modern dancing \ at this time). They had established the 
One-step as a woman's national pastime just as strongly as men 
I had established the national sport of baseball.4 
1. Allen, 2£• cit • ., P•i 17. 
Loc. cit. · I ==-J 
Adams, s. H., "Jitney Partners for the Dance," Everybody's I 
Magazine 33:675, De1tcember., 1915. 
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I 
There were af'ter1noon d~mces in most dance halls. Ad-
mission was twenty-f'i vie cents, which included the privilege 
of three dmces;: f'ive cents per turn for any additional num-
bers. Partners were p1rovided for the experienced dancers, but 
only upon application to and approval by a critical and well 
polished manager. Flo[or instruction, at reasonable rates, was 
offered to tyros. Only the strictest decorum would be ex-
pected from attending [guests, and immediate action would be 
taken against anyone in possession of intoxicating beverages.l 
Fox Trot 
I In 1915, Fox Trot began pushing the other dances into 
mediocrity. The Fox T1rot was a slower dance than the One-step, 
allowing greater flexibility of step patterns. Dancers could 
take one step or two steps to each beat of music.2 
During the season of 1913-1914, a musical comedy star by 
I the name of Harry Fox was doing a number in a Ziegfield show at 
the New ~terdam Theaf re. 
the popular ragtime mu~ic. 
He used a simple trotting step to 
The management, wishing to capital-
I ize on the success of :~ox' trot, requested Oscar Duryea to in-
traduce the same dance at the night club in the roof garden 
above the theatre wher:e Duryea was working at the time. 
Dancing this qui f k running step alternately 
chorus girls, Duryea soon found himself' as winded 
I 
lo Ibid., P• 676. 
2. Allen, 2.£• ill·· p ,. I 16. 
with sixteen 
as a marathon 
2 1 '* 
I 
runner . Con seque n tly, he deci1ed to conserve hi s energy by al-
l 
ternating four slow walking steps with eight quick running 
steps . This became the pattern for the fi rst Pox Trot. 
Rlval s to the Castles 
I 
Each restaurant r1tad its paid performer s as rivals to the 
Cast l es -- Joan Sawy e r and Jac k Garott , :Mae Murray and Clifton 
Webb , Maurice Mouvet amd F lorence Walt on , and rnanv others. 
Dance c ontests were inJ roduced to the great satis~action of 
young vaudeville aspirlnts ; one of the winner s gaining fame via 
this method was Tangoi l t, Rudolph Valentino . 1 
[Astronomy and Dancing 
An interesting imterpretation of the manner by which 
dances are developed wl s related by Sterling Heilig. 2 In an 
article which appeared in the Washint:ton Star, Heilig felt quite 
c e rt ain the sun spots re91lated dancing. The sun's periods of 
eleven years , its thir t y-three year max imums, and its grand max-
imum of once a century J corresponds to the Wa ltz (1812·), Galop 
and Schottische (1824 ) 1 N~azurka (1836) , Polka (1845), Quadr ille 
(1852), L~ncers (1861 ) 1 Can-Can (1869) , Pas de quatre (188 2) , 
I , 
3oston (18 93) , Cake - walk (l902j, and Tango (1913). 
An astronomer 
dancing after 1870, 
1. Loc. cit. 
cot ld point out the grand maximum of no 
anc'i the thirty-three yec...r maximums which 
I 
2 . Butler, A. and Butler, J. , 11 Ballroom Dancing in America, 11 
Ballroom Dancing An~mal , 1950, p . 24 . 
I 
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gave t ype -dances -- Mazurl{a , Quadrille , and Boston .1 
Heilig promised equal probability that the Tango type wil 
I 
revive and persist, and domi nate for the next 100 years, just 
as the Minuet had dominated in the eighteenth century, and the 
Wa ltz i n the nineteenth century . 2 
I 
i . Feilig , s ., 11Paris Dan ces , Obeying the Sun and Its Own \Vh im, 11 
Literary _Dige st 64:76- 78 , January 24 , 1920 . 
2 . Loc . cit . 
I 
I 
Soci J.l and Fashion Changes 
Between the years l9l2 and 1915 over 100 dances were in-
troduced.l These dance 1s brought on many manifestations. Mrs. 
Castle's dancing costum1es directly inf'luenaed women-'s design. 
Skirts became fuller and easier, although they still reached 
within a few inches of the floor.2 In fact, in social dancing 
j there has almost always
1
been .harmony between costume and dance. 
Generally speaking, as dress has become less formal, dancing 
has become less statelyj, though there are exceptions. It was 
not until the voluminous, heavy brocade of the French court gave 
way to the freer Directoire costume that the Quadrille and later 
the Waltz came in. The changes in the style of dress were much 
more abrupt than the tr~sition in dancing. The Gavotte, with 
its very delicate digni~ y, was the last remaining echo of the 
great age of graceful, sltately dancing -- never to return13 
Some of the jumpy "round" dances which came into vogue, 
such as the Polka, Schot
1
tische, and many others certainly were 
not in harmony with hoop\ skirts and bustles.4 
The world revoluti:on in dane ing ·was ushered in by the 
hobble skirt and the Turkey Trot -- they both oame into being at 
I 
approximately the same time. The confinement caused by the 
I hobble skirt gave vent t•l very ample body movement other than 
4. 
"Dance," Encyclopedit~ Bri tannioa, 14th ed., p• 22. 
J Allen, on. oit., P• .L? • 
.=-=.. - I Chali.f, L., "Long Ski rts and the Waltz," Outlook 154:9, 
January l, 1930. 1 
Loc. Cit. 
the feet. The steps mJ;Y' have come from the hobble skirt 1 but 
not the spirit. The spirit of the dance came from the Africans, 
who got it from nature.l 
The spirit of: the1 dance was something that could not be 
resisted. Ever1one seemed to be swept into the maelstrom of 
gyrating dancers. Prac 1ticall'Y everyone who could walk began to 
I . 
dance, mothers and even grandmothers not excepted. They so 
utterly shocked one ano·liher that the realization of this being 
a ci v1lized era restoreii a little etiquette.2 
I The result was ca:Lled the One-step, which effected a more 
lady-like body movement -- so slight as to be more felt than 
seen.3 
Another change in fashion came w1 th a split in the lower 
part of the skirt. With this change came dance steps of very 
elaborate, difficult, mid even violent proportions. The Maxixe, 
Tango, and Canter-Waltz were the most beautiful dances of this 
period. Perhaps the adv:ent of the first Russian dancers at this 
time, as well as the las's confining split skirt, accounts for 
the wave of interest in complicated steps ~d physical feats.4 
The prevailing costumes were far from adequate for these 
dances, but young ladies would do them, even if they reached 
home with their skirts in ribbons, as was frequently the case.5 
I 
l. ~· cit. 2. Ibid., P• 10. 
3. ~., P• ll. 
4. &Q.g_. ill· 
5. ~· cit. I . 
I 
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As skirts became shorter the "Toddle" came in~ that jerky 
I form of dancing completely void of any dignity. As skirts con-
tinued to climb~ the C'trarleston came, w1 th its enthusiastic 
twistings and lifting ~)f' the feet.l 
I Hats became smaller and lighter, to f'acl:litate dancing. 
The boned corset was still widely used, though Irene Castle~ in 
her book~ recommended ~;he more pliable all elastic garment for 
dancing. Not yet did n~any women copy her bobbed hair 1 and few 
women used cosmetics. One of the grave charges made by a 
critic of tbe new danoJ s was an observation that at a "the dan-
sant" in New York, he noticed at least one-third of the girls 
I 
had artificial complex~ons.2 
Women' s social s t 1a tus changed into ·one of more independ-
ence. The dance craze had encouraged a more casual, informal 
social intercourse bet~eenmen and wome:n.3 
The period o:f rel1axation and liberation was not gathering 
I 
too much headway 1 for i 1t was during these very years that the 
prohibition movement wa1s building up for its sudden triumph at 
the war's end. The Purtta.n forces did not easily yield, but 
the dance craze had definitely contributed to the opening en-
1 gagement in the revolut;ton o:f manners and morals, which excited 
I 
all America during the :L920 1 s. With this revolution came short 
skirts, short hair, lipstick, corsetless dancing, women smoking, 
-----------------~-----------------------------! 
1. ~· cit. 
2. Allen, 22• cit., p. ll7. 
I 
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mixed drinking at the bar, necking in oars, increased divorce 
rate, and other phenom~na.l 
World War I 
I 
By the time the ~nited States entered the war the dance 
craze was over. There was much dancing still being done in 
. restaurants and hotels; there were tea dances, and Fox Trot 
i 
I music was heard every e1vening (slightly more piercing now 
the saxophone had been :introduced into the music field) .2 
The usual public r anee halls, far the most part. had been 
abandoned, and the "blo[ck dance~ proved a most welcomed substi-
tute. This new type of dance, which resembled the real folk 
I dance, was danced on tht9 street to raise money for the war 
ef'.fort.3 
Dancing had stoppt~d entirely in France; people were just 
too sad to dance. In England it only persisted as an amusement 
for men on leave.4 
Things were more s1erious now, but the main difference was 
the abundance of men in \olive drab. 
Vernon Castle, who had joined the British Flying Corps 
just at the pe~ of his career (1915), was killed in a plane 
I crash at Fort Worth, Texlas,, February 15, 1918. He had previous-
\lY been awarded the Croix de guerra .for shooting down two German 
le Ibid., P• 92. 
2. ~· ill• l 
3. "Dancing Doing Its Bi· ," Literary Digest 59::27, 
1918. 
4. Loo. oi t. 
October 19• ~-
aircraft during a two-ytear combat period at the .front lines.l 
Vernon Castle Deadl Many Americans glanced at the head-
line of' the morning ne~spaper and their minds returned to the 
dayswhen the Castles had set the keynote .for a new era.2 
Eoonom:ic Interpretation of' Jazz 
I In early pioneering days people were necessarily dis-
persed. During the col1d winter months it was .fairly common to 
see neighbors from mile 1s around congregated in a large barn for 
I 
a well-earned evening of fun. In order to keep warm during 
I these occasions it was necessary to engage ·in dances which were 
quite active, such as the Virginia Reel. With the acquisition 
of' wealth, people moved1 into more fashionable quarters, and 
dances became less viol!ent. The old-fashioned waltz came into 
the picture, couples re·
1
volving at arm's length, with room to 
spare. But as the n~tibn grew and became more industrialized, 
people were forced to mhve from rural areas to congested cities. 
Dance .floors were reduc i3d to the size of' a postage stamp, and 
as many as forty people at one time would attempt to perform 
their wide s:triding dances, w1 th little suo cess. What did they 
have to do to gain a .fe«:tling of expression? About the only al-
ternative was a shimmyiz~g agitation of the entire body in a 
very confined space. The dreaminess was gone• · The Two-step dial 
not require the latitude of' the waltz; it was quite naturally 
I I I 
3i 
2. Loc. cit. __ 
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The latterdid not produce the de-followed by the One-st j P• 
sired motion, so the tJt>ot was eventuated, with the needed range 
I being afforded perpend~Lcularly. This became the "toddle" and 
I 
I 
this word is as signif!Lcant as any to describe the point at 
which the commercial ake had stultified the danoe.l 
I 
Danae Halls 
In New York (192~b) twenty per cent of the public dance-
halls were claimed to J ava an amazing condition of immorality. 
A new type of "closed c~s.nce-hall" was reported as having been . 
imported from the Barbslry Coast ~f San Franoisoo.2 
The "closed dancJ -hall" was the highly criticized spot. 
I . 
Girls were hired on a commission basis, and as a rule, no other 
I 
women were admitted. Danae floors were partitioned off, and 
I 
access to the floor oottld be gained only through one or more 
gateways. Admission priioe would include six or eight dances, 
while each additional dance cost ten cents (sometimes two for 
twenty-five cents). D~nces were short, averaging from forty to 
sixty seconds, followed by an intermission lasting thirty to 
sixty seconds. Only on\e orchestra was employed, and the qual-
! 
ity of music was far be1low what one might expect to hear at the 
I dance palaces. A patron f ound it necessary to spend between 
three and six dollars in an evening to do even a reasonable 
1. Pickering, R., "Eoo~omio Interpretation of Jazz," New Re-
public 26:323-3241 May 111 1921. 
2. "Trotting to Pardi tion , " Literary Digest 80:34, March 22, 
1924. 
I 
ry2 
t..: • 
rumount of dancing.l 
Hostesses were paid four cents a dance· (five cents if on 
duty both Saturday and Sunday nights). In order to obtain a 
fair living, say twenty dollars weekly, a girl would have to 
dance 400 dances a week, or about 70 dances an evening.2 
An Anglican ecclelsiastic, Canon Charles English, com-
mented that he was not afraid to express himself frankly on the 
subject. He considered! modern dances, Where women were scant-
1 ily clothed, utterly re,pulsi ve. The women were not only a ter-
1 
rible temptation for young men, but placed themselves in danger ."· 
The size of the dlanoe indus ·t:;ry in 1925 was quite impres-
sive. The borough of Manhattan was reported as having 238 
licensed danae-halls, with an aggregate attendance total per 
year of approximately 61 000 1 000 people.4 
There were about 500 "closed dance-halls" in New York at 
- -
this time. These dance1-halls, also called "taxi dance-halls," 
outnumbered open-halls ten-to-one. There were- 7,000 or 8 1 000 
girls hired as hostesse.s. (totals come from the ·Woman 1 s City 
Club of New York). The:re 
nation's dance-halls thlat 
I 
were $28,000 1 000 spent in the 
year, hotel and association- dances 
l. 
4. 
"New York's Dance H1alls," Literary Digest 83:33, October 
11, 1924. 
!!Q.9.!. cit. 
"Trotting to Perdition," ~· cit., P• 34. 
'
1New York 1 s Dance Hklls, 11 on. cit., P• 33. I ~-
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excluded.l 
Of this $28,000, l OO, approximately $5,000,000 was paid 
by habitues of New York dance-halls. Almost $4,000,000 was 
exacted for admissions, and in many places for each appearance 
I 
on the dance floor. Checking, refreshments, ·and dances with 
the "hostess.es" at spebial rates, made up the balance.2 
Dknce Hall Legislation 
Danoe-llall legisl~tion is a oomparativel:r recent develop-
ment, although as earlu as 1885 efforts were made to keep min-
- I 
ors from entering publi c places where dancing was being carried 
on. It was not until lthe years preoeding the outbreak of World 
War I that conditions reached such an alarming state as to war-
rant civic action. Le~islation at that time did not allow min-
I 
ors to dance in publici; nor was it permissible to sel.l liquor 
in an establishment whlich allowed dancing. This prohibition 
was probably the main r eason why many neighborhood dance-halls 
went out of business ar out this time. Speculators in the dance 
began to open large dar ce academie·s and · ballrooms in the down-
town districts of the 1 arger cities. Special orchestras, en-
1 tertainment, and many contest features were the chief advertis-
ing points, and danoinlg became established as an independent 
l. 
. I 
Kennedy, J., "Devi:ls Dance Dens," Collier's Magazine 
76:12, September l9, 192:5 • . 
"New York's Dance Halls," on. oi.t., P• 33. 
I ~-
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commercial venture.l 
Children's Bureau of the United States Department of 
Labor made the :first C()untry-wide survey of' the subject in 
1929. This study was ~ntitled "Public Dance-Hallsj Their Reg-
ulation and Place in tl:le Recreation of Adolescents." The sur-
vey brought f'orth orditiances and regulations of' 416 cities 
having a population of 151 000 or more, together with the laws 
o:f 25 states which had passed public dance-hall legislation. 
To reinf'orce the valid~ty of the survey, 15 cities in differ-
ant parts of' the countl y were visited and compared with data 
received.2 
The findings of' the survey were encouraging, although 
there was evidence of little uniformity in regulation. The 
most outstanding problems were the lack of' parental supervi-
sion, and the existence of roadhouses outside city limits.3 
The recommendations offered by the bureau included the 
establishment of an o:r:rlicial city inspector, and the inclusion 
of a full-time hostess. lin every dance-hall. 4 
It is interesting to note the fact that approximately ?0 
per cent of the dance-hall ordinances existing in 1929 were 
l. Gardne~, E., "DanceLhall Legislation," Playground ~2:589-
590, January, 1929. 
"Ref'orm, Don't Abol:Lsh Dance Halls," Survey 63:90, 
October 15, 1929. 
Ibid. 1 P• 91. 
LQO.e cit. 
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passed arter 1920.1 
Koblera offers. mJny enlightening incidents which may have 
contributed to the estJblishment of legislation. Some of the I , 
I 
more amusing incidents include the discovery that while the 
Camel Walk dancers at t.he old st. Nicholas Palace on West 66th 
Street rested their he~~ds, on each other's shoulders and rooked 
in a moroni~ coma, the 1musioians had occasion to take refuge 
behind potted plants to, protect themselves from flying bottles. 
Also, a visit to the Cabin Dancing Academy on 14th Street dis-
closed girls dancing in rompers, an empty gin bottle in the 
center of the floor andl a loaded gun in the manager's desk. A 
Harlem taxi-dance-hall sign urged ladies to check their corsets 
in the dressing-room. some of the dance-halls had red lights 
to flash above the floor upon the approach of police. This 
provided a simple warni:ng for 
ventional dance positioh. 
couples to assume the most con-
I Muntoipality of Dancing 
In 1912, Milwaukee became the pioneer oity to inaugurate 
municipal danae-halls. Cleveland followed shortly thereafter, 
and San Francisco entertained a similar proposa1.3 
1. 
2. 
I Dancing was oonsiciered as appealing only to the lower and 
I 
Gardner, 2R.• ill•, P• 591. 
Kobler, J., "Home oj~ Refined Dancing: Roseland, New York," 
New Yorker Magazine \18:22, June 27, 1942. 
"Should Dancing be M\ unicipa1ly Encouraged ? 11 Li terar:y Digest 
45:847, November 9, 1912. 
I 
baser emotions or mankind. No civilized nation, as a nation, 
would authorize or condone dancing. Even inaugural balls were 
"winked" at. Very little, ir any, dancing could take place 
without rulmination by ldevout and thoughtrul people. These 
pious individuals chall enged the right to be taxed for such a 
base rorm or pleasure. l 
Ragtime was consjl~dered a jungle of reality; a rebellion 
against the slothful conditions or art. This type of dancing 
was an anarchistic destre to kick and yell and give vent to 
pent-up emotions long :t~epressed. To puritanical individuals# 
such antics were a crude and sensual form of rhythm; an expres-
sion of life perhaps, but not of art.2 
I In 1922, E. w. Jc,hnson, Superintendent of Playgrounds and 
Public Recreation of St;. Paul, as a result of information ob-
tained from a dancing questionnaire sent to the largest recre-
1 
ation systems in the ccmntry1 reported supervision of dancing 
was extremely dirficult. So great were the difficulties that 
several cities planned lto abandon the idea of municipal danc-
1ng.3 
Dance Marathons 
I The dance marathqn arrived on the scene 1n 1923. Because 
the original dance mar, thons provided for no rest periods, 1t 
11. 
2. 
l£!2• 1 P• 848. i 
Barber, L. G., "Significance or The Present Dance Movement," ! 
New England Magazi~ 41:272-279, November, 1909. 
"Social Dancing in Ia Recreation System," Playground 16:379, \ 
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was common for a ch~p~on to retain the record for just a day 
I 
or so before his record was shattered by someone with greater 
endurance. The weaker isex generally outlasted their masculine 
partners, but this superiority was probably due to the able 
assistance of a succes j1ion of strong partners. A girl could 
I 
cling to a partner unt~'. l he became- totally exhausted. When .it 
I 
was apparent that the c[lepleted courtier could not continue to 
move, the faithful malEt was immediately exchanged for a new 
I . 
work-horse to carry her around the floor.l 
Miss Vera SheppJ•d, of Long Island City, was world's 
I . -
champion non-stop dancer, with 69 hours of steady dancing to her 
credit. Miss Sheppard was only one of many to gain temporary 
favor for displaying t i e extent of human endurance. The long-
est non-stop record reported was established by Miss; June 
Curry, of Cleveland, oJ April 191 19231 with a total of 90 hours! 
and 10 minutes.2 
This gruellinga ~•dine· rd~akmoirnge did not always produce a new 
champion, but such ~ , often than not, did result in 
I 
some form of human tragedy for many of the participants. There 
I 
were many amusing incidents, but these oddities carried little 
significance when one heard of the young man, 27 years of age, 
. I 
who died as he walked Jff the dance floor after completing 87 
hours ot continuous deicing. 
1. "Tripping the Long,, Hard Fantastic for a Record," L;t terary 
Digest '77:42. 
2. Ibid., P• 43. 
I 
The first stanza of the dance mara·thon was brought to a 
. I 
close when police threatened to close dance-halls under a stat-
1 . . 
ute which forbade any ~Lthletic contest to continue beyond 
twelve )lours w1 thout a I period for reouperat1on.l 
This latest display of American ingenuity went into tem-
porary seclusion, and ~emained in a quiescent state until about I 
1928. Some industriouJ neurotic again brought the dance mara-
thon in to the limelight\ by instituting a fifteen-minute rest 
period for each hour ol dancing, thereby nullifying the inhib-
iting statute. The dan
1
ce-halls were in full swing once more, 
and marathon contestant:s could fight it out even if it took a 
whole season.2 
I Newspapers were .fllled with this novelty in American 
I 
amusement. The cities :receiving greatest acclaim included 
Atlantic City, Pittsburkh (until police stopped it), and New 
I York City. The latter boasted of two establishments -- one .for 
white couples in Madiso~ Square Garden, and another for Negroes 
further uptown.3 J 
An observer repor;ed briefly on a contest which took 
place at Madison Square Garden in New York. He stated that the 
contest had been going c>n six or eight days and most of the 
l. "Roseland's Birtbda!," Time 43:.75, January 311 1944. 
"on With the Dancel ~D~::-;arathon, Latest Novelty in 
American Amusement,"I .Nation 127 :32,July 116 1928. 
~ill· 
I 
original 90 contestants had already fallen asleep and were dis-
qualified. Of the cont;estants who remained, the girls dis-
played the most stam1nu. A few of the moreaggressive partners 
reverted to pugilistic tactics when it became necessary to keep 
the other hall' of the t;wosome awake. Stamping on toes, kicking . 
shins, and other forms \or induceme~t were quite common. One 
fellow (tenth day) had !hallucinations of pickpockets and chased 
one of the vagrants out of the building. A girl became so dis-
traught at seeing her p,artner's face (reportedly handsome}, 
that she screamed in an\guish every ti~e she looked at him. She 
I . 
finally collapsed after\ 206 hours and 25 m1nutes.l 
One broadminded o~itic stated · that, after having wit-
nessed a marathon, he w
1
as very unimpressed. The obj eat of the 
I whole thing . seemed to b b to keep moving, and if there was. any 
\ resemblance to dancing :L t was strictly coincidental. Spectat-
1 ing a dance marathon wa\s every bit as dull as viewing a six-
day bicycle raoe.2 
By 1932 the dance marathon had attained a great deal of 
public appeal. Kennedy~5 described the awards and procedures of 
one marathon which lastE~d for a period of twelve weeks. The 
I 
winning couple was awarded $1,000. Three thousand dollars was 
awarded to place winneret in graded amounts down to $50. Con-
testants were fed about eight times a day, and housed in two 
l. ~· ill· 
2. ~· cit. 
3. Kennedy, J. P., 11 Go9d-night Lady; Marathon Dancing," 
Collier's Magazine 9
1
0:27 1 July 23, 1932. 
========~~====== 
I 
I 
separate dormitories adjacent to the floor. Clockers, checked 
I 
contestants to prevent \a violation of the fifteen-minute rest 
period. Three banda divided the time into eight-hour shifts. 
There were eleven, marathons in progress in eight cities 
at this time, and the p1,rofit involved was tremendous. One mar-
athon alone -reported a total attendance of better than one 
million people in a period of just five weeks. The admission 
of fifty cents per pers~n totaled more than $500,ooo.l 
Few people realizr d the dance marathons were spreading, 
and moat communi ties did not object because this was. an incen-
tive to bring a little money out of hiding. Contests would run 
from one to six months depending elitirely upon the effective-
ness of recruiting looa:L girl part1cipants.a 
I 
Mrs. Ruth Mix, Gi~:ols' Protective Council Chairman, New 
Haven, Connecticut, rep<:>rted that couples who gained favor were 
literally showered w1th \money, called a 11 spray." It was not 
uncommon for these favo~:oi tea to receive $30. or -$40. a night by 
I 
this method. Many girl~ received gifts of clothing, jewelry, 
• I 
and even money from adiid.ring fans. The gir la frankly adm1 tted 
that partners took turns holding one another up while they al-
ternated periods of aleJ ping. Top girl favorites were sometimes 
booked as a solo act with a partner, the girl either crooning, 
or broadcasting her 1m~ess1on of the marathon dances as she 
1. 
2. Ibid., P• 44. 
-
and her partner shufflied around.l 
So ended another chapter in the unique history of Ameri-
can dancing. The dancr marathon had its beginning in 1923, 
during a period of pro:
1
sperity6 and its ending in about 1934, 
following a period of hepression. I -
l ancing and Health 
For many years physicians have considered dancing as an 
excellent means of mai*taining a healthy and well-coordinated 
body. During the year~ of the dancing mania, some physicians 
I 
voiced the opinion that; .Turkey Trot was the best form of in-
1 door exercise.2 In 19141 Dr. G. HepburnWilson, editor of 
"The Modern Dance :Magal ine'~ claimed that dancing brings into 
I . 
action large muscle mass:es, improves and strengthens circula-
tion, respiration, and I absorption, and develops agility and 
I grace. He also believEtd that dancing uses more muscles simul-
taneously than any forJ of gymnastics6 many of these movements 
incorporating nerve anl muscle coordination, contributing 
greatly to racial prog, ess.3 
Cleveland Moffet~ ,4 the magazine· writer and investigator, 
advances a wealth of ar[gument to prove that dancing is :rar 
1. "Dance Marathoners )" Survey 70:53, February, 1934. 
2. "Turkey Trot and Talilgo," 2E• cit., P• 188. 
3. "Tango to Fight Di , ease;" ~· oit., P• 1109. 
4. Moffett, c., "Is Dancing-Better Exercise Than Golf?" 
Literary Digest 89:54, March 81 1924. 
I 
superior to golf as a <1londitioning exercise, particularly for 
persons over fifty. , b.1s op1n1on, tb.e most devout gol.i'ers 
are heavy-f'ooted mortaJ.s, lacking bot h the skill and willing-
ness to learn. What t rley might have learned about the graceful 
I . 
art of' dancing has long since been .forgotten• When Mr. Moffett 
I first took to dancing ~~n 1918, he .found it a little strenuous~ 
but gradually his cond~~.tion improved Wltil he could dance a 
. I 
I 
whole evening with ease. 
He also Considerfl, dancing . less expensive than golf, and 
the .former is accessib~.e all-year-round• He- believes there 
I . 
must be some element of' pleasure in muscular activity; exercise 
I 
certainly is not cheap 1at any price~ if it is a bore. You will 
find more smiling faces on a single dance floor than on a 
hundred golf courses.l I 
DJnoing i n the Twenties 
With the arrival of the Armistice there was an orgy of 
dancing in which many 4f'fspring of the "Animal Dances:," un-
t u tored through the grejat war, could be . traced. Danci~g was 
chaotic, and the princ~s of the Church raged against it • . The 
old nineteenth century technique had been completely jetti-
soned, being replaced J'Y kicks, capers~ and all manner of' 
eccentric steps.2 
The new style of dancing was sweeping the country. Dance 
1. ~., P• 60. 
2. Richardson, P., 22• ~·~ P• 18. 
contests were a common sight 1 and a whole new crop of teachers 
emerged from the ranks [of the enthusiastic contestants. Teach-
ers, such as Valentino J, could not fulfill the demands for lea~ 
I sons and demonstration::
1
1. The Fox Trot and Waltz were being 
standardized1 and many people received instruction for smooth-
ness and graceful carr~'.age. The music had a lilting rhythm, 
styled specifically to stimulate dancing. A very high degree 
of tecbni cal excellencE~ was being developed 1 until the prohi-
bition laws turned the dancing public from large dance restau-
ra.'l.ts to the confined underground speakeasies.! 
Investigation of contemporary literature during this 
period will aid the reader to gain insight for the sudden turn 
of events. 
Legal prohibition of dancing had been building up for a 
I . 
number of years. A reform movement, started immediately fol-
lowing the Armistice, t ad been gaining strong support from many 
reform groups in various cities throughout the country. The 
first manifestation of this movement came as a condemnation of 
rapid and jerky dancing to vulgar jazz music. There were 
atteJnPtS tO prevent yor g men from holding partners tOO tightly, 
or touching cheeks (considered a display of public love-making). 
. I 
There were to be no ne~k-holds 1 no toddling or shimmying, or 
exaggerated steps 1 no dancing from above the wa1st 1 no sugges-
tive movements, and no dramatic or stage danoing.2 
I le 
2. 
A social scout reported that petting parties and necking 
parties had been added to the rites of the jazz. It was ap-
parent that necking was a development of cheek-to-cheek danc-
ing, and may be traced farther back zoologically to the court-
ship methods of the Ost~rich fanily.l 
Freud did not hell.p the dancing situation when he stated 
I 
that approximately 90 per cent of our subconscious thoughts 
and our dreams are of s
1
ex. He added to the injury with the 
profound belief that al .l adults are loaded with repressed sex 
desires.2 
Is it any wonder 
1
that with such negative thoughts an 
ominou~ outcome would ble forthcoming. 
I The rising influer ce of radio, with its stress for 
uniqueness, placed more emphasis on stylized music for listen-
ing rather than dancing. The movies, the automobile, and many 
·such forms of distractilog influenoes added to the noticeable 
I 
decrease in dancing intr rest.3 
Loc. cit. 
--
Butler, A. and Butl4:tr, J.~ .Q.E.• cit., P• 24. 
I 
Charleston 
The Charleston wa:s first presented in 192.4 in a Negro 
revue called 11'Runnin 1 W1ild, 11 presented by Miller and Lyles. 
The first impression wals quite extraordinary. A new rhythm, 
new posture , and a new frenzy of shouts. Elements as old as 
the Cake Walk and as tr l ditional as the levee dances still 
persisted. The ordinary syncopation of the ragtime seemed to 
be a ggravated with acceJ'lt falling in between the beats where on 
would normally expect i l . 1 According to Emil Coleman, famous 
orchestra leader, the time and the rhythm is the same as in Fox 
I 
Trot, but the accent, b6ing oddly placed between the beats giv-
ing a syncopated accent~ In Fox Trot, accent comes on the first 
and third beats, while in Ch arleston, the accent occurs on the 
first beat and an ei ght1
1
J. before the third be a t. It seems to be 
t h e little eighth 11 off beat 11 that g ives the Charleston its fas-
cinating effect. 2 
Bee Jackson, well-known dancer during t h is period , was 
pur p ortedly the first wJ1i te g irl to fea ture the Charleston . 
She saw it and within the fol -
lowing two 
danced in th l orig inal musical , 
years claimecl to have danced it 
3 throughout the world. 
in practically every 
major city I 
In 1925 the Pickwick Club in Boston was demolished by the 
. 1. f th stamping rhythmic Vlbratlons o e dancers. There were 44 
persons killed and many ! injured in t h is disaster . The Mayor's 
I the Charleston, II 1 . Seldes , G.' "Shake Your Feet; New Republi c 
44:283-284 . 1 
86 :41, September 19, 1925. 2 . "Charleston, 11 Li teraJ,"Y Digest 
office immediately issukd an edict barring the Charle ston from 
all public dance-halls, but the craze was not abated by its p re -
sumed guilt in the PickLick Club incident. 1 
Practically every dance instructor in New York, and other 
cities in the East , was forced to teach the Charleston. There 
were broadminded teachers who believed a modified form of the 
Charleston would add life to an occasion and still retain some 
element of social gracel 2 
The Black Bottom followed the Charleston but, since this 
was a very unattractive l dance, it r ema ined only a short time . 3 
l. Ibid ., P • 40. 
2. Loc . cit. 
3 . nDance, 11 Encyclopedia Britannica, 14th ed ., VII , p. 22 . 
CHAPTER V 
BALLROOM! DANCING FROM 1935 TO 1.950 
Swing 
Sw i ng, originally! little more t h an a commercial trade-
mark, has g enerally been considered synonymous with 11 hot rr jazz, 
which deals in more violent distorti on s t han its counterpart, 
•sweet• jazz. 1 By the yt ar 1935, t~ growth of swing ~s ic 
brought forth the Shag and Lindy Hop . Lindy Hop is strictly an 
American phenomenon. rt \ is a concomitant of swing music, which 
is likewise a p roduct of t h is country. As swing and Boo g ie-
Woogie graduated from ragtime and jaz z , so the Lindy Hop p icked 
up where the Charleston left off . As t h e latter dance b e gan to 
fade out in t he late tw~nties, the Lindy made its appearance . 
Whi le swing music land jitterbu g d ancing developed in the 
United States , a study of t h eir backg rotmd would , at t he same 
time, provide us with a lh istory of the colored race in t h is 
h emis phere . 
According to Katherine Dunham, young American concert 
dancer , wh o has made a study of West Indian and Afro-Ame rican 
dances, movements charadteristic of the Lindy and Charleston 
were brou ght to t h e islJ nd of Jamaica by African slaves in t h e 
sixteenth century. j 
____ -·-· ~-s --.. ~he inaugur :_~J-~ ~ he dance (New York's Harlem) happened 
1 . Spaeth, s., op. ~it., P • 419. 
to coincide with Charle::l Lindberg's sensational flight to Paris 
in 1927, Harlem husband~d the dance the "Lindy Hop" in his 
honor. 
The same dance may be called by other names in different 
sections of the country,. For example, on the West Coast, it is 
called the Balboa. 
The growing popularity of swing dancing 
I 
in 1937 led to the 
first series of group ballroom dances. 
I 
The Big Apple 
(1937) 
Next to Negroes <9ut far behind them), white Southern 
youngsters are the most [inventive and dextrous dancers in this 
country. In the spring lor 19371 at a prom at the University of 
south Carolina, a new dJ.nce was launched which gave everybody a 
chance to shine. It waJ called "The Big Apple," and consisted 
of a combination of jit ~erbug st~ps performed in sequence.l 
University student s had seen Negroes cavorting their vari-
ous steps at the "Big Ap!ple Night Club," a one-time synagog in 
Columbia. 
.practiced 
September 
These same students gave the name to the dance and 
secretly untill they introduced it at the prom. By 
of the same yelar, the dance threatened to become a 
national menace, as had ibe Charleston in 1925.2 
The Big Apple is d
1
anced in a circle, like a Paul Jones, 
and is led by a caller, jas in the Virginia Reel. The basic step 
1. "Big Apple," Time Makazine 30:371 September 13, 1937. 
\2• Loc • .2!h_ 
is a hop , similar to tbl.e Lindy Hop . As nvariety 11 quaintly ex-
pressed it , 11 i t requirels a lot of floating power and fanriying. 11 
In groups or singly, t d e dancers 11 shine 11 with such combinations 
I 
of Ne gro origin as Bladk Bottom, 11 s h ag, 11 Suzi - Q, Charleston , 
11 truckin ' , 11 and others . 1 
Strangely enough , the dance ends reverently vvi th everyone 
leaning ba ck with arms !stretched heavenward and calling out , 
11 Praise Allah . 112 
The 11 caller 11 is continuously calling " truck to the ri ght 
••• • •. truck to the left · [· ··· Swing 'em high • • ••• All right, Shine 
••••• Suzi-Q to the rigbJt • •••• Praise Allah .-"3 
Th e Rainbow Room in Rockefeller Centre stag e d Big Apple 
exh ibitions under the dli rection of Arthur Murray . 4 
I 
A Negro Big Apple troupe was assembled and sent out to 
tour the count ry with Tied Wallace's Swing Band . 5 
War Hysteria 
In I938 there was an intense and feverish expioitation of 
j 
dance steps. The Lambetlh Walk was imported from England during 
the summer of that yea) -- while Eng land imported the Shag and 
Big Apple from the United States . This mania seeme d to parallel 
a similar cr~ze back in: 1913 and 1914 just prior to World War I , 
l . Loc . cit . 
2 .. Loc . cit . 
3 . Loc . cit . 
4 . Ibid ., P • 3 8 . 
5 . Loc . cit . 
I 
. I 
wh en generally conserva ~ ive ballroom dancers displayed exotic 
steps suc h as the Maxixr , Bunny Hu g , Grizzly Bear , Chinese Ta-
Tao, and many others . War hysteria caused the sudden popularity 
of jittery and ~usual ~ances, for these dahces provided a means 
of releasing emotional f ension~1 
1~ !!Dane~ ," 193~- -~·;:::hica .~-o,~~, ·~~~the Year, p. 201. -
L~beth Walk 
I < 1938) 
I
, The Lambeth Walk nl1ay be described aa: restrained Big Apple, 
, and is performed in grotLps of similar size. The dance consists 
I . I 
of an arm-in-arm strutt~.ng, swinging partners, slapping the 
!knees and ending with dancers jerking their thumbs in the air 
1
and shouting "oil" The !"oi1" is the age-old salute of the 
costar's; the str~tting l demonstrates the terpsichorean repre-
sentation of the costerJ , hawkers, and their respective lady 
friends parading on a Stb day in Lambeth, a Cockney section of 
I 
ILondon.l This dance had been performedin England f'or several 
I hundred years, but was rl1ot introduced to the populace of' the 
:o::r::~t::r:::li:: r:::::e:p::a:h:nm:::a:o::;yw::ed:dto 
· a negative reaction agaj1~nst the undignif'ied jitterbug by all 
I but the younger set, and the compar-ati ve ease of' learning the 
. I 
new and much more dignif ied dance. Unf'ortunately, the Lambeth 
Walk could be danced to only one song, and it was not long be-
f'ore it lost its appea-l4t~ 
Eleanor Glide 
(1938) 
The Eleanor GlideJ', the American counterpart of' the mincing 
Lambeth Walk, came by we:y of' Mayris Chaney and Edward Fox, its 
creators, who divided tfe dance into four parts: Promenade 
I 1. "Lambeth Walk, and the Yam," Newsweek 12:20-21, September 
12, 1938. 
12. "Dance," 1939 
I 
Bri t J mica Book of' the Year, P• 201. 
I 
r:::2 '- '~ .. 
I 
·Glide; Tiptoe Glide; Bot Meets Girl; Circle Glide. These con-
I 
sist o'£ a very bewildering maze o'£ hops, skips, and glides, 
I . 
w1 th an adaptation to the "ring-around-the-rosy" by one person. 
I ·-
The dance ends with par1~ners clasping hands and shouting 
I 
"shake l" 1 
The dance was ins ~?ired by Eleanor Roosevelt, who attended 
many '£olk dances during her travels as First Lady. The Eleanor 
Glide was far too compl:tcatedfor the average person to master, 
land, '£or that reason, 1l gained only minor· appeal.2 
Yam 
(1938) 
The "Yam," introduced by Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers 
in the '£i~ ~C~e'£ree,". l gained some success. This dance was a 
medley of strutting, awi ng strolling, the Cake Walk, and a 
I double-time step, trotti ng with the heels together and the toes 
I 
!spread at a 90-degree ~gle.3 
Palais Glide 
( 1939) 
The Palais Glide, another importation from England, pri-
marily a group ballroom dance, was introduced during this year 
and gained some recognition. 
I . 
1. "Eleanor Glide, 11 Ne-v~sweek 12:23, December 19, 1938. 
2. Loc. cit. - -j 
I J3• "Lambeth Walk, and :;he Yam," 21?.• cit., P• 20. 
53 
Chestnut Tree 
(1939) 
The Cgestnut Tree is a "game dance , 11 calling for panto-
mime from its participants. It might even be called a s-y-ncopated 
version of the well- lm~wn English Nursery Rhyme. This dance 
lost its appeal in a ve~y short time.l 
Boomps-a-Daisy 
(1939) 
Arthur Murray imp
1
orted the Boornps -a-Daisy in 1939. This 
was the first English i r portation to be danced to waltz time, 
but, like the others, there was just one tune to describe the 
body mov ements.a 
Latin Dances 
By the year 1939, the Latin Dances were gaining great 
impetus, after having been almost exclusively confined to the 
wealthy New York night r lubs. 3 One reason for its confinement 
was the fa ct that New York is the largest Latin city north of 
the Tropic of Cancer, with some aoO,OOO Spanish-speaking inhab-
itants.4 
in 
Rumba.- Maurice Zolotow5 claims the Rumba was introduced 
this country in 19231, b y bandleader Emil Coleman, when he 
I 
1. "Dance, 11 1:240 Bri tanh :i.ca Bo ok of the Year, p. 197. 
2. Loc. cit. 
~-
3 •. Loc. cit. 
~-
4. "Leading Latins, 11 TiJ,ne 11/Iagazine 11:51, April 12, 1943. 
5. Zo lot ow, Ivl ., 11 South pf the Border, on Broadway, 11 New York 
Times Magazine , February 1 8 , 1940, p. 11. 
imported some rumba music together with demonstrators. 
Benito Collada oplened the Club El Chico in Greenwich Vil-
lage in 1925. This club featured Latin mus'io and was almost 
forced to close for laol of business, but the day was saved by 
I -
a colored oheok-room al tendant who performed the Charleston 
nightly. The club began to prosper after 1937 1 however 1 as the 
number of tourist-crui~e passengers to Latin America increased. 
The depression had caused many people to content themselves 
with less. expensive trJ vel to South America in lieu of the usuw 
trips to Europe.l 
It is beyond the scope of this project to attempt a de-
scription of the rumba or its various counterparts. A brief 
explanation of. distinguishing characteristics of these dances 
is offered in the diotilonary of the dances in the latter part 
of this work. 
I La Conga.- A vi, tual newcomer to this country, having 
::::ei::r::o::o: ~:~~c::a::a~:o:: :i::~:::t;e::a:::n:e-
The participants formed a "line," one hand on the shoulder of 
I . 
the person in front, and the movement consisted of a one, two, 
three, kiok.2 In 1941 the Conga beorume a couple affair rather 
than a "line" dance in order to allow more participants on the 
dance floor. The usual one, two, three, pause, allowing vari-
ous favorite "breaks" J,r improvisations. 3 At the present time, 
- - I 
2. 
3. 
Loa. cit. 
"Dance", 1940 
"Danae" • 1942 
Brit lnnioa Book of the Year, P• 198. 
Bri t~i.ca Book of~e Year. n. 212. 
the older "line" patteJn is the most common and the most suit-
able music -is "Hold ThJ t Tiger." 
.. I 
Arthur Murray created the "Americonga", a combination 
Virginia Reel and CongJ , to add the America; touoh. l 
Samba.- The Bral 1lian Samba came to North America via 
Carmen Miranda, who int;roduoed the dance on Broadway ( 1939) in 
I 
"The Streets o.f' Paris.'! The United States really- gained an 
awareness of the Samba '[ after seeing Carmen Miranda dance and 
sing in the picture 11 That Night in Rio,n during the spring o.f' 
1941.2 
Following its de~ut, the Samba broke away .from the ex-
1 . 
elusive atmosphere of the Latin-American night clubs into the 
larger hotels. This dlnce might suggest a polka, except its 
consideration is down iand up, rather than up and down.3 
[La Varsovienne 
La Varsovienne !ls not a Latin Dance. The name may be 
contusing to some, but t actually, this dance originated in 
Warsaw, in the middle c=>f the nineteenth century. It is sup-
posed to have traveled ! through Paris into Mexico and then up 
I 
to Wyoming, Where, in 1940, it became known to the cowpunchers 
as "Little Foot." It was evolved from a simple Mazurka step, 
and follows quite clos~ly the old form of Schottische. You may 
I 1. "Dance 1 u 1940 Britannic a Book of the Year, P• 198. 
2. "New Dance, The Br~zilian Samba," Time Magazine 39:46, 
March 9, 1942. 
3. Loa. ill.!_ 
I reo all having seen this
1 
dance in the movie u Arizona.," whioh 
I appeared about 1940.1 
World War II 
The Second World r ar brought new adaptations to some of 
the more popular dances[. New variations were introduced to the 
Big Apple. The V .for V~ictory dance was created during the ear~ 
part o.f the war 1 and wa!s .followed shortly thereafter by the 
Thumbs-Up dance, in whiich a line of open couples .followed a 
leader 1 swinging their arms from left to right., pointing their 
thumbs upward. 2 
There were many n (ovelty dances created to aid in over- -
coming the man shortage!, the most unusual of these dances was 
the Double-Partner Walt~ , which allowed two women to dance with 
one man.3 \ 
Participation dan r es began setting the 
allowed mixing couples and were particularly 
pace, as they 
favorable in aid-
I ing shy people to gain partners. _ 
The Polka was onc t 
its way by such songs as 
I 
newcomers "strip Polka,n 
again leading the parade, spurred on 
"The Beer Barrel Polka" (1939), and 
and the "Pennsy~vania Polka." The 
bands and Juke boxes hu1ried the Polka into popular favor.4 
l. 
2. 
3. 
4e 
I 
Murray, A., How to l~ecome a Good Dancer, P• 171. 
"Danoe," 1942 Britakica Book of the Year, P• 212. 
Ibid., P• 212. I 
"Dance," 1943 Britannica Book of the ~, P• 222. 
I 
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II 
The Peabody~ whi l h began with the One-step almost two 
score years ago 1 was 1J,sing favor because of' its wide, strid-
1 
ing steps. 
Nineteen-f'orty-t*o saw two new dances, both introduced 
by Arthur Murray. The first · came as the result of a request 
::dt::s0:::::da:h:s:v:r:~::::.~orT:ed::::n:nd::::h::: ::::0 • 
. I 
ated to fit the very popular song "Praise the Lord and Pass the 
Ammunition. 11 1 
Dancing schools l eported a boom far in excess of any 
previous period. It seems that many more people dance during 
time of war in reactioJ. to the tension created. A survey gave 
I 
evidence of dancing and music in the defense plants raising I . 
production at least eight per cent. The dancing was done dur-
[ 
ing rest periods and lur ch hours~ and by the end of the year 
1943, approximately 2,0\00 plants in the United States boasted 
special floors and other ballroom facilities.2 
The Lindy was stil l popular 1 particularly among the 
younger set. Life Maga!zine, August 231 19431 devoted its .front 
cover and nine pages to the jitterbug, to show that the "Lindy 
Hop" was "the true folk dance o.f America." 
The Lindy had its regional interpretations, with each 
section displaying its kavorite steps. Los Angeles bad the 
I 
I "Balboa, 11 an~ other sec r ions had variations w1 tb such 
l. Ibid., P• 223. I 
2. "Dance," 1944 Brit~~ica Book of the Year, P• 225. 
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I provocative names as "Jrersey Jump, 11 11 Flea Hop, 11 11 Jig Walk," 
etc. The war brought . J
1
he exchange -- o~ many step patterns as · the 
nation's men and women moved ~rom place to place. There was a 
point when the jitterb~ was almost standardized.l 
1
) The war's end brdught with it the return o~ more grace-
! f'ul dances, especially [the Fox Trot, with such sentimental 
: I 
songs as "Symphony," "l~ I Loved _You1 11 11You 1d Be So Nice to 
Come Home To," "It's Belen a Long Long Time," and others.2 
The Waltz also r + ei ved a boost w1 th "The Anniversary 
Waltz," and the revived and revised "I Wonder Who's Kissing Her 
- I .. 
Now. 11 The movie "The Great Waltz" was redistributed late in 
1947 .because of this r J newed 1nterest.3 
The Mexican 11 Ras4a.: in which danaers stand apart and 
per~orm shuf~les, turns[' and side steps, was the outstanding 
i novelty dance o~ the year 1948.4 
A style o~ rumba oalled El Comra.ando or Mambo Rumba, be-
came a danae ~avori te i~n 1948. The music is syncopated, with 
the accent coming on t~l third beat of the measure, resulting 
in some very unusual st
1
ep patterns. There were such tunes as 
11 Tumbaito, 11 "Tivie-Tavab:oo," and "Tem-Jabon," all with a Mambo 
f'lavor.5 I 
The Mambo, which f rig1nated 
l. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
Ibid., P• 223• 
11Danoe, 11 1946 
11 Dance 1 11 1948 
"Danae," 1949 
Britannica Book 
Britahnica Book 
I Britannic a Book 
I 
in Cuba, has been made to 
of' the Year, P• 249. 
of the Year, P• 239. 
o~ the Year, P• 230. 
suffer through improvi kations by us. What is being done at 
the Palladium and Park Plaza of New York~ is not the authentic 
Mambo. The Mambo is p U'ely a ballroom dance and is very grace-
ful if danced to a modE~rate tempo. If danced rapidly it has a 
tendency to appear the l trical and resemble Lindy.l 
I Regardless of whslt the Mambo is supposed to resemble~ it 
is~ nevertheless; a ver·y popular dance at the present t1me,l950,. 
It might even be said 
Florida~ during which 
s1dered to exist. 
l here was a brief 
l ime other dances 
mania in New York and 
were not even con-
1. Llorens~ Pepe~ Bai~~ «Dance)~ PP• 27-28~ December~ 1950. 
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CHAPTER VI 
DANCIN-G ~EACHERS ORGANIZATIONS 
The dancing maste~s have been wel l established since about 
1883 ~ There were two or r anizations, the elder and better known 
being styled the Americ l n Nat ional Asso ciation Masters of Danc -
ing . It was founded dur~ng the days of antiquity, when q_ua-
drille and cotillion we~ e the vo gue, and Allen Dod worth \'las the 
senior member of the cl lan. At that time the or ganization had 
about 500 members , chie~ ly from t h e larger cities, and almost 
equally divided between men and women . The other or ganization 
was called t h e Internat p_ onal Association :Masters of Danc ing , an 
offshoot of the first, p_ncluding in its memb e rship owners or 
manage rs of the dance ha lls, as well as teachers. Some of t h ese 
people b elong e d to both bodies; and a unitihg of the t wo bodies 
was expected. 1 
During the period when a plet h ora of erotic dances was 
being i n itiated t h e danc ing masters made a vain attempt to p re-
vent t h e m from becominJ firml y established . In 1906 , Allen 
Dodworth, father of Ame~ ican dancing, condemned t h e Two-step at 
the ammal convention olf the dancing masters . Dancing masters 
we re asked not to give lnst~uction in Two-step any long er.2 
There we re repor t ledly 20,000 dancing te a chers in the 
1 . McMahon , J., 11 Unspealkable Jazz Mu~t Go! 11 Ladies 1 Home 
Journal 38 : 34, Decem~e r, 1921. 
2 . nFew Things About Dapcing, 11 Ladies 1 Home Journal 23: 1~1, 
February, 1906. 
6i_ 
United States , 2 , 000 in New York alone. Chalif, a well-known 
dancing master during t h is period, was report ed as being , "busy 
as Belasco standardizin g basic steps for the American Congress 
e of Dancing Societies . rrl 
Tn 1939 t h ere was still a relatively small de gree of or-
ganization among dancing teachers . The Dancing Masters of 
Am erica Incorporated had approx imately 1350 members , or roughly 
15 per cent of an estimated 10, 000 dancing instructors . There 
were rivals in the Chicago National Association of Dancing Mas -
ters, and the American lsociety of Te a chers of Dancing . 2 
In 1950 there i s still no teachers' or ganization powerful 
enough to dominate our t eaching standards . Several attempts to 
or ganize such an organization have been made, but wit h no 
success . As a resu l t , t e ballroom scene in America has be en , 
d . h" 3 an lS , anarc lC · 
1. "Dancing Moves on To~vard Virtue, 11 Everybody's Magazine 
33:636, November, 1915. 
2. 11 Farev1ell to the Jitterbug? 11 Newsweek Magazine 14:30-31 
August 14, 1939 . 
3 . Butler, A. and But le1r J., rrBallroom Dane ing in America, 11 
Ballroom Dancing An~al, 1950, P• 24 . 
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CHAPTER VI I 
DICTIONARY OF DANCES 
Dictionary 
I . 
of American and European Dances 
.Animal Dances 
Origin: 
Big Apple 
Timing: 
Origin: 
Boomps-a-Daisy 
Timing: 
Origin: 
Charleston 
In l9llJ! the "negroid and animal" dances be-
gan wit~ the introduction of the -Turkey Trot 
in San ~rancisco1 California. Variations of 
the original dance known as Grizzly Bear1 
Texas T1mmy1 and many others1 soon followed 
and spread rapidly over Europe and America.l 
4/4 time. 
Introdul ed by University of South Carolina 
students in 1937. These students had seen 
Negroes cavorting their var~ous steps at the 
"Big Apple Night Club/' a one-time synagog in 
Columbia. The Big Apple is danced in a cir-
cle1 lik\e a Paul Jones, and is led by a caller, 
as in th,e Virginia Ree1.2 
3/4 time
1
• 
The BoQmps-a-Daisy was imported .from England 
by Artha~ Murray in 1939. 
Timing: 4/4 time.t 
Origin: Originat+d on the Island of Beaufort County 
on the South Carolina coast. The dance found 
its way t o the city of Charleston1 where it 
was adop·ped by the Negroes. In 19241 the CharlestQn was first presented in a colored 
musical '(Runnin' Wild1" w1 th words and musio 
by Cecil-[Mack and James Jobnson.3 
"Dance," EncyolopedJ.a Americana, 1936 ed., P• 448. 
"Big Apple," Time MJgazine 30:.37 1 September 13 1 1937. 
I ~~g~~g~~ ~()! ~~~1! ~ey' Charleston!" Colliers 80:12, 
Cotillion 
Origin: 
I 
I 
The co 'rillion was first danced at . the Ger-
man CO'~;U't at Aix-·la-Chapelle~ shortly after 
the Battle of Waterloo. Couples were as-
signed ! to numbered chairs. Decorative favors 
were p+nnedon the men, and beautiful favors 
presen iped to the ladies. The ladies and 
!~:!:I~~:~x~~~~:io~!~=:~t~~i:!~!iteor 
round clances.l 
Fox Trot 
Timing: 
Tempo: 
Origin: 
4/4 ti*e· 
26 to SO measures per minute-. 
The Fo~::. Trot is an o~tgrowth of Negro music 
earl,.ieir' connected with such names as Rag-
time, Blues, and Jazz·; has been danced since 
1915. I 
Var1at1on!~te!~~;~n~;t~~; e~!:g!~!~~~e~f~~ ~do~s:-
grac·eft.1l posture.· 
Pe ~body·. The peabody was one of the 
first Fjox Trot adaptations, and is character-
ized b:Yj fast footwork and extensive use of 
the ou ·side and open positions. 
Galop (Gal•oh) or Galot~ 
l. 
2. 
3. 
Timing: 2/4 ti~e. 
Origin: A very \lively German round dance, similar to 
waltz, but less graceful and more animated.2 
In a waltz position, a couple slide to either 
side fo:r eight or a dozen measures. There is 
no tu:rJing, except for an occasional half-
turn to change direction.3 The first Galop 
in this\ country was · reported to have taken 
place around 1824. 
I 
Shaw, L., The Roun~ Dance Book, 
"Galopj 11 The New In~ernational 
- . I Shaw, ££• cit., P• ~14. 
P• 67e 
Encyclopedia~ · 2nd ad. 
·•' _,;t 
Gavotte I 
I Timing: Moderately quick duple measure, having two 
parts, I the first of four measures and the 
second of eight. 
Origin: !e~~~~j~dp~~s~; ~~~e ~~ i~;hl~;~t~~!~y, 
Jitterb!!8. 
Timing: 
Tempo: 
Origin: 
Its di ~tinctive feature consisted of having 
the darfcers raise their feet off the floor 
instead of the usual shuffle.. Kissing and 
merry.m&king originally took place, but the 
Gavott~ eventually resembled the Minuet in 
its fo1mality of execution.l Historically, 
the Ga~otte was "three walking steps and an 
assembl e (feet together). 11 2 
4/4 tiJ e. 
32 to ~4 measures per minute. 
In 19351 the vogue for "swing" music broke . 
out andl'brought with it the jitterbug. . 
Ji tterbhg is a general term for unconvention-
al, oft:en formless and violent, social dances 
to syncfopated music, generally in 4/4 time. 
It orig nated in the south of the United 
States. The best known forms of jitterbug in-
clude Shag, and Lindy Hop. In the early 
1940 1 s, l these forms consolidated into what is 
now call ed "Lindy". 
Lambeth Walk 
Timing: 4/4 timl . 
Origin: ~:t~:r~:~hB~:l~P~i;~s~~alsb~e~;~~~;~e~nas 
groups ?r similar size as the latter. The 
dance consists of an arm-in-arm strutting, 
I swinging partners, slapping the knees, and 
ending ~vi th the dancers jerking their thumbs 
in the ~ir, shouting uoi£ 11 • This dance was 
importe1 from England. 
I 1. "Gavotte, 11 The New J~nternational Encyclopedia, 2nd ed. 
I 
2. Shaw, ~· cit., P• 325. 
f S 
Mazurka 
Timing: 
Origin: 
One-Step 
Timing: 
Origin: 
Polka 
Timing: 
Origin: 
1. Shaw, .2.P.• 
2. Ibid., P• 
3. Ibid., P• 
4. ~·· P• I 
3/4 ti*e· 
Brooke~' On Modern Dancing in 1866, expressed 
the opinion that the Mazurka came from Po-
land by way of Russia. The Russian version 
{1836) \consisted o:f three ho~s on each .foot, 
strikir.
1
lg the heels together. Gilbert, in 
1890, described the Mazurka as a Polish 
I NationE~l Dance, originating in Mazur, a prov-
ince ofi Poland.2 
2/4 tiJ e. 
The Onel-step developed .from the animal 
dances.l This dance required the placing of 
a foot on every beat o.f the music. The One-
step might be considered as the lead-up 
dance t
1
o the slower Fox Trot. The Castle 
Walk, originated by Vernon and Irene Castle, 
1s somt ;1mes danced to a One-step. 
Always ~ritten in 2/4 time, but its .four-
eighth :notes to the bE~r, or an equivalent, 
make itl easier to count the music l-2-3-4, 
rather f han the correct and con:fusing 1-and-
2-and.sl_ 
The danpe and music were created by a' Bohe-
mian per sant girl, Anna Slezak, in 1830. 
~~t~;~ghe:e:h~;:r~t !~~et~~ei~=c~::ep~~~:: 
.from th~ Bohemian word Pulka, meaning hal:f, 
re.ferri~g to the characteristic half-step or 
close-s·rep. In 1840, a dancing master .from 
Prague exhibited the dance at the Odeon in 
Paris.4 1\ 
Another author claimed the origin o.f Polka 
is unknown, but is believed to come .from the 
ancient \Scythians. The dance had been per-
.formed umong the war-like tribes in northern 
Europe for many centuries.5 The men wore 
I 
cit., P• ~41. 
242. 
67. 
68. 
66 
I 
spurs o~ their heels and carried hatchets 
clenched in the right hand during the execu-
tion of \this dance. . 
The Pol~a was imported from Europe about 
18431 d~ing ·the Polka mania. 
Schottische 
2/4 timJ , Timing: 
· Origiri: Many au~horities claim the Schottische to be 
of Germanic origin, but all agree that its 
roots r~ach back into unwritten history.l 
An earlYj description called it "combination 
of two movements, a polka and a .circular hop, 
the two Jcombined making up a most agreeable 
variety." 
Two-Ste12. 
Timing: 
Origin: 
u.s.: 
2/4 timel. · 
The Two-~tep might have developed from the 
Galop. IT'he Two-step was a Galop, with a 
change o~ direction or lead for each measure 
of music 1• The dance appeared in the early 
1800's, ~d in its earliest form it resembled 
a playful sliding across the room~ one foot 
leading ·~he other making a close. 
The Two-:step probably developed about the time 
of the Spanish-American War. March music was 
stressedJduring this period, and dancers dis-
~~r~~~dm!~!ti~p~!!f~~!t~~nd~fat~id~~~:!~~e!~ 
Varsouvianna 
side mo~ment to fit the march tempo.3 
l. 
Timing: 
Origin: 
3/4 time ~. 
The Vars(~uvianna was evolved from one of the 
more sim~le Mazurka steps. It originated in 
Warsaw, traveled through Paris into Mexico. 
I From Mex,.co, it traveled up to Wyoming in 
1940, whJre it is known to cowboys as "Little 
Foot. "4 \ 
Ibid., p.2'70. 
.f.E.!£• 1 P• 300. 
"Dance," Chambers' Encyclopedia, P• 363. 
Murray, -A., How to ~ecome a Good Dancer, P• 172. 
·I 
II 
II 
Waltz 
I 
I 
Timing: 3/4 time. The first waltzmusic, "Ach du 
Lieber \Augustin" was wr-itten about . l770. 
Origin: The wal tz came originally from the French 
Volta, [which consisted of dizzy turns and 
~~~he!tf;:;t ;~~t~~:i~e~~~r!~4t!~~~l~ut 
· :;a~~"ss~~P:x=~~t: i~;t:ixT~~e;ii~~t=~~~ 
did not take place until the girl descended 
from h~r lift.l Waltz may have come from 
the GerF an Waltzen (turn). This dance had 
less ! J aping, but more turning than the 
Volta. The turns were all taken in the same 
direct1!on and created severe dizziness for 
all wn9 took part.2 
u.s.: In 181~ , the opponents of the waltz surren-
dered v;hen Emperor Alexand-er of Russia per-
formed 1a charming waltz with the Countess 
Levin _at the Almack Ballroom. The dance be-
came v~gue in Europe immediately following 
this e~ibition, and the United States 
accepte1d the waltz in 1815.3 
Position: The wa!ltz introduced a new position -- the 
waltz p;osi ti on. Partners faced one another 
with ttl
1
eir arms- on one side, resembling a 
slight embrace. The gentleman's right arm 
was allbwed to encircle the lady's back. 4 
Variations: Bost!on waltz. In 18931 a variation of 
the wal \'tz step, called the Boston, was de-
veloped. It is believed to have been cre-
ated to J prevent dizziness: and s'till retain 
the essence of the old waltz. The Boston 
made itJ possible for partners to rock back 
and forth for any number of measures, and 
then coj:ttinue w1 th the regular waltz.5 
The Hes i tation. The Hesitation Waltz was 
created Jduring the dancing mania of 1913. 
This crcration could be considered as a vari-
ation o~ the old Boston.6 
I 
1. Shaw, 22• oit., P• io2. 
2. ~., P• 104. 
3. ~., P• 106. 
4. ~·~ P• 107. 
5. Ibid., P• 151. 
6. Ibid., P• 150. 
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' ~ I 
Origin: i~~ai!~ :~ ~~!~~~u~~~e!~ i~3~h~y fi~d 
"Carefri•ee." This dance was a medley of 
strutting, . swing strolling, the Cake Walk, 
and a qouble-time step6 trotting with the 
heels together and the toes spread at a 90-deg~ee angle.l 
Dictionary of LaJin Dances and Musical Instruments 
Bambuco (Babm booko) J 
The Bambuco is he national dance of Colombia. In 
3/4 or 6/8 mete~ , characterized by cross accents, 
in moderate tem, o.2 
Beguine (Bee geen} 
A popular dancej of the islands of st. Lucia and 
Martinique (Fre ch West Indies}, resembling a 
Bolero 
Bongos 
rumba.3 j 
A. Cuban dance i J 2/4 time, in contrast to the Span-
ish bolero in 3/114 time.4 Bolero is a slow, senti-
mental song and dance with little percussion. The 
word itself comes from the Latin "to fly," and con-
sists of leaps a'nd elevations with ballet - technique. 
- I 
Cuban twin drums!, held on the knees and played with 
the fingers.5 I 
1. "Lambeth Walk, and the Yam" 1 .2.E.• .ill• 6 P• 20. 
2. · Slonimsky, N., Music of Latin America, P• 297. 
3. ~· Cit. 
4. ~·• P• 298. 
I 5. ~· cit. 
I 
I 
I 
Calypso (Cah lip so) 
Topical ballads in English~ sung by the natives of 
Trinidad.l The dance is a mixture of Cuban Son and 
Harlem Jitterbug~ and emphasizes a swaying back and 
forth of the hips. 
Carioca (Cah ree oh kal 
A samba played knd danced in the style of Rio de 
Janeiro.2 
Cla.ves (Clah vehs) 
Cuban cylindric l l blocks made of hard wood; when 
they are struck i together~ the cupped palm of the 
hand provides r i sonance•" 
Conga 
A large Cuban alum; also an Afro-Cuban dance named 
after the drum~ land characterized by the extreme 
violence of accents on the strong beats in 2/4 meter~ 
with a rhythmic anticipation of the second beat in 
every other bar of a basic two-measure phrase.4 
Danzon (Dabn sobn) 
An Afro-Cuban dqnce in syncopated rhythm~ which 
starts slowly and gradually becomes very fast and 
gay.5 j 
Guaracha (Wah rah cha) 
A lively Cuban ong-dance of Spanish origin in 6/8 
time~ sometimes performed with rumba rhythms in 
duple meter.6 
Habanera (Ab bah nair a;h) 
A Cuban air in time marked by a characteristic 
1. ~·~ P• 299. 
2. ~·~ P• 300. 
3. ~·~ P• 302. 
4. ~ cit. 
5. 1..2!£· ~ P• 303. 
6. Ibid. 1 P• 306. 
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I 
I 
I I 
swaying rhythm of a dotted eighth-note, a sixteenth-
note, and two e ~ghth-notes.l 
Mambo ( Mahm bow) 
Originally a pr ~estess of Voodoo in Haita. Mambo is 
also · a rhythm u~)ed currently in Son and Guara.cha pro-
duced by accent ~ng the second and third beats in a 
two-bar measure [which gi vas the dancer a peculiar 
style of express
1
ion. It can be used only with moder-
ate tempo and automatically changes to rumba rhythm 
when tempo incre1ases.2. · 
Maracas (Mah rah cahs} 
A pair of gourd~ or calabash shells filled with dry 
seeds or beans and rhythmically shaken with both 
hands; in use a~l over Latin America and the islands 
since pre-Colum, ian t1mes.3 
Marimba 
A popular keyboJrd instrument played with mallets; 
similar to a xy~ophone.4 ·. 
Maxixe (Mah shea shea) 
A Brazilian dancle of urban character, in 2/4 time 
and rapid tempo with slight syncopation.5 
1 Merengue {Meh rebn geh)_ · 
The dance of thJ Dominican Republic, in 2/4 time with 
the syncopation of the first beat interpreted by the 
dancers as a slight limp.6 
Pasodoble 
l. 
2. 
A Latin American' One-step or march. 7 
. I 
I 
Ibid., P• 307. 
~ld, L., Editor,! Dictionary of Latin American Songs, 
Dances and Musical Instruments, New York, 1950 1 P• 20. 
Slonimsky, ~ cit., P• 311. 
~ cit. 
Loc. oit. 
Ibid., P• 312. 
Ibid. I P• 315. 
J 
I 
I 
I 
I I . 
j! 
r 
II 
Rumba 
Samba 
The music knownl as rumba to us is really a Son 
played at f'aste· tempo than required. Rumba was 
originally a ma~riage dance. Many of' its move-
ments and actiohs which seem to have such erotic 
meaning are mer:ely depictions of simple farm tasks ••• 
the shoeing of a mare, the climbing of a rope, the 
courtship in th~ barnyard between the rooster and 
the hen, even the aot of' starting up a Ford oar. It 
was done for amusement by the colored raoe in the 
farms away from the cities and can be traced to the 
African rituals brought over on the slave boats since 
the year 1592.1 
At the present '
1
time the rumba is performed by exhi-
bition teams. 'rhe dancers danoe separately most of' 
the time, alterhately taking the spotlight and step-
ping into the b ~ckground while the other performs. 
Much of the girl's dance is done backside to the 
audience, shimmying and quivering her whole body.2 
I 
I The popular Braf ilian dance introduced at the same 
time as the Rum,:> a, about 1917. There are two clearly 
differentiated f orms of the Samba, the rural and the 
urban. The rur~l (country) Samba is characterized by 
i~:~;;ri=~~~~at;~~e~h~ !~;t:~~ndc!!~!l~;~~her~~e 
to the pattern <>f a succession of even notes in rapid 
I tempo. In its ~xtremely citified forms, the Samba 
appears as the Samba Carioca. It is a ballroom dance, 
the word Carioca denoting Rio de Janeiro.3 
The Samba combi*es freely with the Tango, Son and Fox 
Trot. In such ~ybrid forms, the title is hypenated. 
The Samba CancaG (Samba Song) is a type of nostalgic 
serenade, and quite different in character from the 
standard Samba. I The songs Brazil, Baia, Tumbando, on 
our dance records, are Samba Canoao. (plural, Cancoes). 
These are slow ~d smooth and correspond to the Cuban 
Boleros which ~e excellent for beginners.4 
I Arnold, 2£• ~·· P• 24. 
~· cit. 
Loc • .£.lli 
Loc. cit. 
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So universal is the spread of the Samba that vir-
tually all Brazilian airs and dances are now loosely , 
called "Sambas" [by Brazilians. Whatever the various · 
forms of the Samba1 its three principal character-
istics are always present. They are the 2/4 meter~ 
~~:r::{~!i~~i~ ~~ii~ee~~;:!!i~~i~!t~~et:=~~·ac~~~tu-
ated vertical rhytbm.l 
Son (Sohn) 
I 
II l. 2. 
I! 3. 
Among the natiVE~ dances of Cuba 1 the Spanish element 
is strongest in lthe Bolero 1 Guaracha 1 and Guajira. 
The African influence is very pronounced in the Rumba 1 
Conga1 and Son. [ The Son is the ballroom dance so pop-
ular today 1 whicth most of us make the mistake of call-
ing Rumba. Act*ally son is a much more syncopated 
~~~:c~~: ;~~~a:~~~ ~In:~;~ro~:dt~!u!~!~sh:~r~ in-
Cubano are adde~ 1 it simply means the piece con~ains 
negroid melodies and ritualistic- African words .• 
The son as a d~ce 1 performed by a native of Cuba~ is 
an emotional e~erience. His body, loosely relaxed, 
yet completely t,mder control for movement 1 is prepared 
for untamed act~r on. He takes his partner to a small 
place on the floor, no larger than a handkerchief of 
good sizel and expresses the percussion o:f the music 
he loves throug* movements centered in his torso and 
pelvis rather tnan in his feet. He knows no set 
11 steps. 11 He s1rftply allows his emotions to manifest 
!~~~e~:e:bso~~l ~~c~h;~~t!n~u~:!~! ~~~u:~ilt~Yf~~st, 
catch it with his body. It is rhythm intoxication for 
him, done in a Jmall space. If a good danoer 1 he auto-
' matically and urfconsciously injeots all the rhythmic 
accents of all the Cuban dances, and creates many of 
his own on the spur of the moment. The music he hears 
takes complete 1hossession of his body and mind.3 As 
the percuss1ons lincrease, the dancers attain a state of 
frenzy and abandon their bodies completely to the 
rhythms. It is [then the onlooker is surprised and 
i~:;i~;e~o~~ ~~ef~~ ~t;:~~~~n!~et~;~~~~st~e~~:·left 
and to the right, and make use of the four body po-
sitions of the ~allroom teobnique. Plus this, the 
Loc. oit. 
Ibid., P• 25. 
~ oit. 
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man catches the l rhytbms with quick pauses tore-
lease them and J!:'eoapture them.l I . 
The Son, the ki~g of Cuban dances, is the product 
of. Africa and Spain. The native of Cuba has 
learned to express his feeling savagely to music, 
and in doing so ~ portrays the fusion of two great 
~~~:!i ~dt~~e;ta~~:!~t;~: ~~et~t!~:~er~;~~e~; 
the African and his drums.2 
Tango 
l. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
s. 
The most popular Argentine parlor danae oharaoter-
~!~~1~~ ~~e t!~it~!~fo~~:t:e 0~i;s~a~~!f~o;~ ~~e time; 
second in major ~ 3 
The Tango beat, i with the first of its four bass 
notes dotted, is a typical Negro rhythm. It was orig-
inally a jungle ldanoe, called Tangana. The Moors 
brought it to Spain, where it became the Tango. 
Negro slaves brought the Tango to Cuba, where it is 
known as the Habanera (as in the fanous "Carmen" aria). 
The Argentines ~ventually refined what was originally 
a rather vulgar I and sensual danoe.4 
On the dance floor there are today, three popular 
styles of Tango l The Fox Trot Tango, and Arrabalero 
(Argentine), an~ the Continental Tango. Rhythmic ex-
pression given t o the body stylizes their differ-
enoes.5 I 
I 
Loa. cit. 
Loc. cit. 
.2R.• oit l , Slonimsky, P• 321. 
- I Spaeth, 
.2£• oit., P• 392. 
- I 
Arnold, .2E.• cit., P• 25. 
7 
CHAPTER VII I 
SUMMARY 
This thesis has oeen written for all people who enjoy 
ballroom· dancing. It J as been necessary to minimize techni-
cal terminclog7 in ord, r to add more meaning ror those in-
dividuals who know no more about dancing than the fact that 
they find pleasure in J articipating ·in this activity. 
Throughout h1st017• dancing has been a source or pleasure 
and relaxation. Durin~ colonial days. in spite of the Puritan 
laws stating that it was against all rules of decency. dancing 
did play an important part in the social life of the young 
colonies. 
With the introducltion of the Polka (1840) 1 from Europe, 
all barriers ware broker down and "round" dancing became the 
rage. I 
American ingenuitw displayed itself in dancing just 
prior to the first Worlf War when a complete change in the 
mode of dancing took pll oe. The increase in emotional tension 
that accompanies war, undoubtedly was the cause of the increase 
in dance tempos, for it was during this period that frenetic 
jazz dances developed. 
dancing public from 
speakeasies. Dancing 
was discouraged because of these conditions and the depression 
period which followed, i nd did not gain any noticeable 
75 
I 
I 
I 
i 
i! 
consideration until thl 
I War hysteria once 
introduction of swing music in 1935. 
again brought forth novelty dances, 
and for the first time group ballroom dancing became the rage. 
I During this same period Latin dances were recognized and have 
continued to gain in p1pularity. 
Dancing at the pi e sent· time is di vided 1 for the· most 
part, between Latin drurloes and American dances. 
An attempt has b+ n made to show the progression o:f 
events that were outstanding during the different dancing eras. 
It is not the purpose + this study to improve dancing tech-
niques, but merely to g1ive insight as to how the dances which 
we enjoy today were pr+ 1p1tated. 
To gain this end \the author has endeavored to give: 
1. the origin ana introduction of ballroom dancing 
in the United States1 
2. special dances whioh gained recognition, 
I 3. reasons for t heir decline, adaptation, or per-
manent adopt1f n• 
4. the effect anf influence of ballroom dancing, and 
5. a dictionary c\'f the dances being considered. 
The writer hopes ·rhis thesis has been a worth while con-
tri but.ion and will provt de greater dancing pleasure to all who 
read it. 1 
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